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Question Answering endeavors in providing direct answers in response to user’s 
questions. Traditional question answering systems tailored to TREC have made great 
progress in recent years. However, these QA systems largely targeted on short, factoid 
questions but overlooked other types of questions that commonly occur in the real 
world. Most systems also simply focus on returning concise answers to the user 
query, whereas the extracted answers may lack comprehensiveness. Such simplicity in 
question types and limitation in answer comprehensiveness may fare poorly if end-
users have more complex information needs or anticipate more comprehensive 
answers. To overcome such shortcomings, this thesis proposes to make use of 
Community-based Question Answering (cQA) services to facilitate the information 
seeking process given the availability of tremendous number of historical question 
and answer pairs in the cQA archives on a wide range of topics. Such a system aims 
to match the archived questions with the new user question and directly returns the 
paired answers as the search result. It is capable of fulfilling the information need of 
common users in the real world, where the user formed query question can be verbose, 
elaborated with the context, while the answer should be comprehensive, explanatory 
and informative.  
However, utilizing the archived QA pairs to perform the information seeking 
process is not trivial. In this work, I identify three major challenges in building up 
such a QA system – (1) matching of complex online questions; (2) multi-sentence 
questions mixed with context sentences; and (3) mixture of sub-answers 
corresponding to sub-questions. To tackle these challenges, I focus my research in 
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developing advanced techniques to deal with complicated matching issues and 
segmentation problems for cQA questions and answers. 
In particular, I propose the Syntactic Tree Matching (STM) model based on a 
comprehensive tree weighing scheme to flexibly match cQA questions at the lexical 
and syntactic levels. I further enhance the model with semantic features for additional 
performance boosting. I experimentally show that the STM model elegantly handles 
grammatical errors and greatly outperforms other conventional retrieval methods in 
finding similar questions online. 
To differentiate sub-questions of different topics and align them to the 
corresponding context sentences, I model the question-context relations into a graph, 
and implement a novel score propagation scheme to measure the relatedness score 
between questions and contexts. The propagated scores are utilized to separate 
different sub-questions and group contexts with their related sub-questions. The 
experiments demonstrate that the question segmentation model produces satisfactory 
results over cQA question threads, and it significantly boosts the performance of 
question retrieval. 
To perform answer segmentation, I examine the closeness relations between 
different sub-answers and their corresponding sub-questions. I again adopt the graph-
based score propagation method to model their relations and quantify the closeness 
scores. Specifically, I show that answer segmentation can be incorporated into the 
question retrieval model to reinforce the question matching procedure. The user study 
shows the effectiveness of the answer segmentation model in presenting user-friendly 
results, and I further experimentally demonstrate that the question retrieval 
performance is significantly augmented by combining both question and answer 
segmentation. 
The main contributions of this thesis are in developing the syntactic tree matching 
model to flexibly match online questions coupled with various grammatical errors, 
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and the segmentation models to sort out different sub-questions and sub-answers for 
better and more precise cQA retrieval. Most importantly, these models are all generic 
such that they can be applied to other related applications. 
The major focus of this thesis lies in the judicious use of natural language 
processing and segmentation techniques to perform retrieval for cQA questions and 
answers more precisely. Apart from the use of these techniques, there are also other 
components with which a desirable cQA system should possess, such as answer 
quality estimation and user profile modeling etc. These modules are not included in 
the cQA system as derived from this work because they are beyond the scope of this 




Chapter 1  Introduction 
1.1 Background  
The World Wide Web (WWW) has grown to a tremendous knowledge repository 
with the blooming of Internet. Based on the estimation of the numbers of indexed 
Web pages by various search engines such as Google, Bing and Yahoo! Search, the 
size of WWW is reported to have reached to size of 10 billion in October 2010 [3]. 
The wealth of enormous information on the Web makes it an attractive resource for 
human to seek information. However, to find valuable information from such a huge 
library without proper tool is not easy, as it is like looking for a needle in a haystack. 
To meet such huge information need, search engines have risen into people’s view 
due to their strong capability in rapidly locating relevant information according to 
user’s queries. 
While Web search engines have made important strides in recent years, the problem 
of efficiently locating information on the Web is still far from being solved. Instead of 
directly advising end-users of the ultimate answer, traditional search engines 
primarily return a list of potential matches, whereas the users still need to browse 
through the result list to obtain what they want. In addition, current search engines 
simply take in a list of keywords that better describe user’s information need, rather 
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than handling a user question posted in natural language. These limitations not only 
hinder the user from obtaining the most direct answers from the Web, but also 
introduce an overhead of converting natural language query into a list of keywords. 
To addresses this problem, a technology named Question Answering (QA) begins to 
dominate the researcher’s attention in recent years. As opposed to Information 
Retrieval (IR), QA is endeavored in providing direct answers to user questions by 
consulting its knowledge base and it requires more advanced Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) techniques. 
Current QA research attempts to deal with a wide range of question types including 
factoid, list, definition, how, why, hypothetical, semantically constrained, and cross-
lingual questions etc. For example, the question “What is the tallest mountain in the 
world?” is a factoid question asking for certain facts about an object; the question 
“Who, in the human history, have set foot on the moon?” is a list question that 
potentially looks for a set of possible answers belonging to the same group; the 
question “Who is Bill Gates?” is considered to be a definition question, for which any 
interesting facets related to the target “Bill Gates” can become a part of the answer; 
the question “How to lose weight?” is a how question asking for methodologies and 
the question “Why is there salt in the ocean?” is a why question going after certain 
reasons. In particular, the former three types of questions (i.e. factoid, list, definition) 
have been extensively studied in the QA track of the Text Retrieval Conference 
(TREC) [1], which is a highly recognized annual evaluation task of IR systems since 
1990s.  
Most of the state-of-the-art QA systems are tailored to TREC-QA. They are built 
upon a document collection such as a news corpus aiming at answering factoid, list 
and definitional questions. These systems have complex architectures, but most of 
them are built on the basis of three basic components including question analysis 
(query formulation), document/passage retrieval, and answer extraction. On top of 
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this framework, there have also been many techniques developed aiming to further 
drive the QA systems to provide better answers. These techniques vary from lexical 
based approaches to syntactic-semantic based approaches, with the use of external 
knowledge repositories. They include statistical passage retrieval [96], question 
typing [42], semantic parsing [30, 103], named entities analysis [73], dependency 
relation parsing [94, 30], lexico-syntactic pattern parsing [10, 102], soft pattern 
matching [25], usage of external resources such as WordNet [78, 36] and Wikipedia 
[78, 106] etc. The combination of these advanced technologies has pushed the state-
of-the-art QA systems into the next level in providing satisfying answers to user’s 
queries in terms of both precision and relevance. This kind of great success can also 
be observed through the year-by-year TREC-QA tracks.  
1.2 Motivation 
While many systems tailored to TREC have been shown great successes in a series 
of assessments during the last few years, two major weaknesses, however, have been 
identified: 
1. Limited question types – Most current QA systems largely targeted to factoid and 
definitional questions but, whether intentionally or unintentionally, overlooked 
other types of questions such as the why and how type questions. Answering these 
non-factoid based questions is considered to be difficult, as the question and 
answer can have very few overlaps, which imposes additional challenges to 
answer extraction. Fukumoto [33] attempted to develop answer extraction patterns 
using causal relations for non-factoid questions, but the performance is not high 
due to the lack of indicative patterns. In addition, the factoid questions handled by 
current QA systems are relatively short and simple, whereas the questions in the 
real world are usually more complicated. I refer the complicate questions here as 
ones complemented with various description sentences elaborating the context and 
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background of the posted questions. A desirable QA system should be capable of 
handling various forms of real world questions and be aware of the context being 
posted along with the questions. 
2. Lacks of comprehensiveness in answers – Most systems simply look for concise 
answers in response to a question. For example, TREC-QA simply expects the 
year “1960” for the factoid question “In what year did Sir Edmund Hillary search 
for Yeti?”. Although this scenario serves, to the greatest extent, the purpose of QA 
by providing the most direct answer to the end-users without the need for them to 
browse through a document, it brings one side effect to the QA applications 
outside TREC [18]. In the real world, users sometimes prefer a longer and more 
comprehensive answer rather than a simple word or phrase that contains no 
context information at all. For example, when a user posts a question like “Is it 
safe to use a 12 volt adapter for toy requiring 6 volts?”, he/she never simply 
anticipates a “Yes” or “No” answer. Instead, he/she would prefer to find out the 
reason of being either safe or unsafe.  
In view of the above, I argue that while QA systems tailored to the TREC-QA task 
worked relatively well for factoid-type questions in various evaluation tasks, they 
indeed face the obstacles of being deployed into the real world. 
With the blooming of Web 2.0, social collaborative applications such as Wikipedia, 
YouTube, Facebook etc. begin to flourish, and there has been an increasing number of 
Web information services that bring together a network of self-declared “experts” to 
answer questions posted by other people. This is referred to as the community-based 
question answering services (cQA). In these communities, anyone can ask and answer 
questions on any topic, and people seeking information are connected to those who 
know the answer. As the answers are usually explicitly provided by human and are 
comprehensive enough, they can be helpful in answering the real world questions. 
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Yahoo! Answers1, launched by on July 5, 2005, is one of the largest knowledge-
sharing online communities among several popular cQA services. It allows online 
users to not only submit questions to be answered but also answer questions asked by 
other users. It also allows the user community to choose the best answer from a line-
up of candidate answers. The site also gives its members the chance to earn points as 
a way to encourage participation. Figure 1.1 demonstrates a snapshot of one question 
thread discussed in Yahoo! Answers, where several key elements such as the posted 
question, the best answer, the user ratings and the user voting etc. are presented. 
 
Figure 1.1: A question thread example extracted from Yahoo! Answers 
Over times, a tremendous number of historical QA pairs have been stored in the 
Yahoo! Answers database. This large scale question and answer repository has 




become an important information resource on the Web [104]. Instead of looking 
through a list of potentially relevant webpages, user can directly obtain the answer by 
searching for similar questions through the QA archive. Its criticism system also 
ensures a high quality of the posted answer, where the chosen “best answer” can be 
considered as the most accurate information in response to the user question. As such, 
instead of looking for the answer snippets from a certain document corpus, the “best 
answer” can be utilized to fulfill the user’s information need in a rapid way. Different 
from traditional QA task, the retrieval task in cQA is to find the relevant similar 
questions with the new query posted by the user and to retrieve its corresponding high 
quality answers [45]. 
1.3 Challenges  
As an alternative to the general QA and Web search, the cQA retrieval task has 
several advantages over them [104]. First, the user can employ a natural language 
instead of a set of keywords as a query, and thus can potentially present his/her 
information need more clearly and comprehensively. Second, the system returns 
several possible answers instead of a long list of ranked documents, and therefore can 
increase the efficiency of locating the desired answers. 
However, finding relevant similar questions in cQA is not trivial, and directly 
utilizing the archived questions and answers can impose other side effects as well. In 
particular, I have identified the following three major challenges in cQA: 
1. Similar question matching – As users tend to post online questions freely and ask 
questions in natural language, questions can be encoded with various lexical, 
syntactic and semantic features, and it is common that two similar questions share 
no similar words in common. For example, “how can I lose weight in a few 
month?” and “are there any ways of losing pound in a short period?” are two 
similar questions, but they neither share many similar words nor follow the 
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identical syntactic structure. This word mismatching problem makes the similar 
question matching task more difficult, and it is desirable for the cQA question 
retrieval to be aware of such semantic gap.  
2. Mixture of sub-questions – Online questions can be very complex. It is observed 
that many questions posted online can be very long, comprising multiple sub-
questions asking in various aspects. Furthermore, each sub-question can be 
complemented with some description sentences elaborating its context as well. 
Figure 1.2 exemplifies one such example. The asker posts two different sub-
questions together with some contexts in the question body (as underlined), where 
one sub-question asks for the functionality of glasses and the other sub-question 
asks for the outcome of wearing glasses. I believe that it is extremely important to 
properly segment the question thread rather than considering it as a single unit. 
Different sub-questions possess different purposes, and a mixture of them can lead 
to a confusion in understanding the user’s different information needs, which can 
further hinder the system from presenting the user the most appropriate fragments 
that are relevant to his/her queries.  
Qid 20101014171442AAmQd1S 
Subject How are glasses supposed to help your eyes? 
Content well i got glasses a few weeks back and I thought how are they supposed to help you. I 
mean liike when i take them off everythings all blurry. How is it supposed to help your 
eyes if your eyes constantly rely on your glasses for visual aid???? Am i supposed to 




Yes you will have to wear glasses for the rest of your life - I've had glasses since I was 
10, however these days as well as surgery there is the option of contact lenses and 
glasses are a lot better than they used to be. It isn't very nice to realize that your vision is 
never going to be perfect without aids however it is sometihng which can be managed 
and technology to help is now extremely good. 
 
Glasses don't make your eyes either better or worse. They help compensate for teh fact 
that you can't see properly without them. i.e things are blurry. The only way your eyes 
will get better is surgery which is available when you are old enough ( you don't say 
your age) and for certain conditions although there are risks.  
Figure 1.2: Sub-questions and sub-answers extracted from Yahoo! Answers 
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3. Mixture of multiple sub-answers – As a posted question can include multiple sub-
questions, the answer in response to it can comprise multiple sub-answers as well. 
As again illustrated by the example in Figure 1.2, the best answer consists of two 
separate paragraphs answering two sub-questions respectively. In order to present 
the end-user the most appropriate answer to a particular sub-question, it is 
necessary to segment the answer thread and align each sub-answer with their 
corresponding sub-questions. On top of that, it is also found that each sub-answer 
might not strictly follow the posting order of the sub-questions. As exemplified by 
the “best answer” in Figure 1.2, the first paragraph in fact responses to the second 
sub-question, while the second paragraph answers the first sub-question. In 
addition, it is also found that the sub-answers may not have the one-to-one 
correspondence to the sub-questions, meaning that the answerer can neglect 
certain parts of the questions by leaving it unanswered. Furthermore, the asker can 
often post duplicate sub-questions as well. The question presented in the subject 
part of Figure 1.2 (“How are glasses supposed to help your eyes?”) was in fact 
repeated in the content. All these characteristics impose additional challenges to 
the cQA retrieval task, and I believe they should be properly addressed to enhance 
the answer retrieval performance. 
1.4 Strategies 
To tackle the abovementioned problems, I have proposed an integrated cQA 
retrieval system that is supposed to deal with the matching issue of the cQA complex 
questions and the segmentation challenges of the cQA questions and answers. In 
contrast to traditional QA systems, the proposed system employs a question matching 
model as a substitute of passage retrieval. For more efficient retrieval, the system 
further performs the segmentation task on the archived questions and answers so as to 
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line up individual sub-questions and sub-answers. I sketch these models in this 
Section and further detail them in Chapter 3, 4 and 5 respectively.  
For the similar question finding problem, I have proposed a novel syntactic tree 
matching (STM) approach [100], where the matching is performed on top of the 
lexical level by considering not only the syntactic but also the semantic information. I 
hypothesize that matching for the syntactic and semantic features can improve the 
performance of the cQA question retrieval as compared to the systems that employ 
only the matching at the lexical level. The STM model embodies a comprehensive 
tree weighting scheme to not only give a faithful measure on question similarity, but 
also handle grammatical errors gracefully. 
In recognizing the problem of multiple sub-questions in cQA, I have extensively 
studied the characteristics of the cQA questions and proposed a graph-based question 
segmentation model [99]. This model separates question sentences from context (non-
question) sentences and aligns sub-questions with sub-answers according to the 
closeness scores as leant through the constructed graph model. As a result, each 
question thread is decomposed into several segments with the topically related 
question and context sentences grouped together. These segments ultimately serve as 
the basic units for the question retrieval. 
I have further introduced an answer segmentation model for the answer part. The 
answer segmentation is analogue to the question segmentation in the way that it 
focuses on separating the answer thread with different topics instead of the question 
thread. To tackle the challenges in the question-to-answer alignment task (e.g., the 
repeated sub-questions and the partially answered questions), I have again applied the 
graph based propagation model. In regards of the question-context and question-
answer relationships in cQA, the proposed graph model has several advantages over 
other heuristic or clustering methods, and I will elaborate the reasons in Chapter 4 and 
Chapter 5 respectively.  
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The evaluation of the proposed integrated cQA retrieval system is carried out in 
three phases. I first evaluate the STM component and demonstrate that it outperforms 
several traditional similarity matching methods. I next incorporate the matching 
model with the question segmentation model (STM+RS), and show that the 
segmented questions can give additional boosting to the cQA question retrieval 
performance. By integrating the retrieval system with the answer segmentation model 
(STM+RS+AS), I further illustrate that answer segmentation presents the answers to 
the end-users in a more manifested way, and it can further improve the question 
retrieval performance. In view of the above, I thereby put forward the argument that 
syntactic tree matching, question segmentation and answer segmentation can 
effectively address the three challenges that I have identified in Section 1.3.  
The core components of the proposed cQA retrieval system leverage syntactic tree 
matching and segmentations. Besides these components, other modules in the system 
also impact the final output. These components include the technologies of question 
analysis, question detection and question type identification etc. These technologies 
however, will not be discussed in detail, as they are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Apart from the question matching model and the question/answer segmentation 
model, there are also other components which I think are important to the overall cQA 
retrieval task. They include (but are not limited to) the answer quality evaluation and 
the user profile modeling. As answers posted online can be intermingled with both 
high and low quality contents, it is necessary to provide an assessment tool to measure 
such qualities for better answer representation. Answer quality evaluation aims at 
assessing the answer quality based on available information including the textual 
features like the text length and other non-textual features such as user profiles and 
voting scores etc. Likewise, to evaluate the quality and reliability of the archived 
questions and answers, it is also essential to quantitatively model the user profile 
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through factors such as user points, the number of questions resolved, and the number 
of best answers given etc.  
I believe that an ideal cQA retrieval system should also include these two 
components to retrieve and present questions and answers more comprehensively. 
The scope of this thesis however, more focuses on the precise retrieval of questions 
and answers via the utilization of NLP and segmentation techniques. There also has 
been work proposed in measuring the answer qualities and modeling the user profiles, 
I therefore do not include them as a part of my research.  
1.5 Contributions 
In this thesis, I focus on more precise cQA retrieval, and make the following 
contributions: 
Syntactic Tree Matching. I present a generic sentence matching model for the 
question retrieval task. Moreover, I propose a novel tree weighting scheme to 
handle the grammatical errors as commonly observed in the online environment. I 
evaluate the effectiveness of the syntactic tree matching model on the cQA question 
retrieval task. The matching model can incorporate other semantic measures and can 
be extended to other applications that involve the sentence similarity measure. 
Question and Answer Segmentation. I propose a graph based propagation method to 
segment multi-sentence questions and answers. I show how the question and answer 
segmentation helps improve the performance of question and answer retrieval in a 
cQA system. In particular, I incorporate user query segmentation and question 
repository segmentation to the STM model to improve the question retrieval result. 
Such a segmentation technique is also applicable to other retrieval systems that 
involve the separation of multiple entities with different aspects. 
Community-based Question Answering. I integrate the abovementioned two 
contributory components into the cQA system. In contrast to traditional TREC-
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based QA systems, such an integrated cQA system handles natural language queries 
and answers a wide range of questions not limited to just factoid and definitional 
questions. With the help of the question segmentation module, the proposed cQA 
system better understands user’s different information needs and makes the 
retrieving process more manageable, whereas the answer segmentation module 
presents the answers in a more user-friendly manner. 
1.6 Guide to This Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: 
In Chapter 2, I give a literature review on question answering in both the traditional 
Question Answering and the Community-based Question Answering. In particular, I 
will first give an overview of the existing QA architectures, and discuss the state-of-
the-art techniques, ranging from the statistical, the lexical, the syntactic, to the 
semantic approaches. I will also present related work on Community-based Question 
Answering from the perspective of the similar question matching and the multi-
sentence question segmentation etc.  
Chapter 3 presents the Syntactic Tree Matching model. As the matching model is 
inspired by the tree kernel model, a background introduction on the tree kernel 
concept will be firstly given, and the architecture of our syntactical tree matching 
model follows. I will also present an improved model with various semantic features 
incorporated, and lastly show some experimental results. A short summary will be 
provided in the end to this part of work. 
Chapter 4 presents the proposed multi-sentence question segmentation model. I will 
first present the proposed technique for question sentence detection and next describe 
the detailed algorithm and architecture for multi-sentence segmentation. I will further 
demonstrate an enhanced cQA question retrieval framework aided with question 
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segmentation. In the end, some experimental results will be shown, followed by a 
directive summary with directions for its future work. 
Chapter 5 presents the proposed methods for the answer segmentation model. I will 
first illustrate some real world examples to demonstrate the necessity as well as the 
challenges of performing the answer segmentation task. Next, I will describe the 
proposed answer segmentation technique and also present an integrated cQA system 
framework incorporated with both question segmentation and answer segmentation. I 
will experimentally show that answer segmentation provide more user-friendly results 
and improve the question retrieval performance in the end. 
I conclude this thesis in Chapter 6. In summary, I will summarize the work and 





Chapter 2  Literature Review 
2.1 Evolution of Question Answering 
Different from the traditional information retrieval [85] tasks that return a list of 
relevant documents for a given query, the QA system aims to provide an exact answer 
in response to a natural language question [67]. The types of questions in the QA 
tasks generally comprise of factoid questions (questions that look for certain facts) 
and other complex questions (opinion, “how” and “why” questions). For example, the 
factoid question “Where was the first Kibbutz founded?” should be answered with the 
place of foundation, whereas the complex question “How to clear cache in sending 
new email?” should be responded with the detailed method to clear the cache.  
2.1.1 TREC-based Question Answering 
The QA evaluation campaigns such as TREC-QA have evolved for more than a 
decade. The first TREC evaluation task in questions answering took place in 1999 
[98], and the participants were asked to provide a text fragment of 50-bytes or 250-
bytes to some simple factoid questions. In TREC-2001 [97], list question (e.g. “Which 
cities have Crip gangs?”) was introduced. The list question usually specified the 
number of items to be retrieved and required the answer to be mined from several 
documents. In addition to that, context questions (questions related to each other) 
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occurred as well, and the questions in the corpus were no more guaranteed to have an 
answer in the collection. TREC-2003 further introduced definition questions (e.g. 
“Who is Bill Gates?”), which combined the factoid and list questions into a single task. 
From TREC-2004 onwards, each integrated task was associated with a topic, and 
more constraints were introduced on the questions, including temporal constraints, 
more anaphora and references to previous questions.  
Although systems tailored to TREC-QA had made significant progress through the 
year-by-year evaluation exercises, they largely focused on short and concise questions, 
and more complex questions were generally less studied. Besides factoid, list and 
definitional questions, there are other types of questions commonly occur in the real 
world, including the ones concerning procedures (“how”), reasons (“why”) or 
opinions etc. Different from the fact-based questions, the answers to these complex 
questions may not locate in a single part of a document, and it is not uncommon that 
the different pieces of answers are scattered in the collection of documents. A 
desirable QA system thus should be capable of locating different sources of 
information so as to compile a synthetic “answer” in a suitable way. 
The Question-Answering track in TREC was last ran in 2007 [28]. In recent years, 
TREC evaluations have led to some new tracks related to it, including the Blog Track 
for seeking behaviors in the blogosphere and the Entity Track for performing entity-
related searches on Web data [67]. These new tracks led to some new evaluation 
campaigns such as TAC (Text Analysis Conference)2 , whose main purpose is to 
accurately provide answers to complex questions from the Web (e.g. opinion 
questions like “Why do people like Trader Joe’s?”) and to return diﬀerent aspects of 
the opinions (holder, target and support) with respect to a particular polarity [27]. 
Unlike TREC-QA, questions in the TAC task are more complicated, and they usually 
expect more complex explanatory answers. However, the performance of opinion QA 




is not high, and the best system was reported to achieve an F-score of only 0.156 [67]. 
The TAC-QA task was also discontinued after the year 2008. 
In view of the above year-by-year evaluation, I summarize the following 
observations from the traditional TREC-based QA systems: 
1. Factoid questions largely deal with fact-based questions, and expect short and 
concise answers that are usually derived from a single document. List and 
definitional questions need to compile different sources scattered in the 
collection into a single list of items (e.g. summarization). 
2. Complex questions such as opinion, how and why questions are common in the 
real world, but they are less explored in the past years. Gathering answers from 
documents for complex questions is considered to be difficult due to semantic 
gaps, and more advanced technologies or external knowledge bases are required. 
Despite of different types of questions and answers, most traditional TREC based 
QA systems follow a standard pipeline to seek answers. A typical open domain QA 
system consists of three modules to perform the information seeking process [38]: 
1. Question Processing – The same information need can be expressed in various 
ways using natural languages. The question processing module contains a 
semantic model for question understanding and processing. It is capable of 
recognizing the questions focuses and the expected answer types, regardless of 
the speech act of the words, syntactic inter-relations or idiomatic forms [2]. This 
model usually extracts a set of keywords to retrieve documents and passages 
where the possible answer could lie, and identifies ambiguities and treats them 
in the context or by an interactive clarification. 
2. Document and Passage Processing – The document processing module 
preprocesses the data corpus and indexes the data collection using certain 
criteria. Based on the keywords given in the questions, it further retrieves the 
candidate documents using the index built. The passage processing module 
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breaks the retrieved documents down to passages and selects the most relevant 
passages for the answer processing. 
3. Answer Extraction – This module completes the task of locating the exact 
answer from the relevant passages. The answer extraction depends on a large 
number of factors, including the complexity of the question, the answer type 
identified during question processing, the actual data where the answer is 
searched, the search method and the question focus and context etc. Researchers 
therefore have put in a lot of efforts in tackling these difficulties. 
2.1.2 Community-based Question Answering 
Community-based Question Answering sites have emerged in recent years as a 
popular service for users to ask and answer questions, as well as access the historical 
question-answer pairs for the fulfillment of various information needs. The examples 
of such knowledge driven services include Yahoo! Answers (answers.yahoo.com), 
Baidu Zhidao (zhidao.baidu.com), and WikiAnswers (wiki.answers.com) etc. Over 
times, a tremendous amount of historical QA pairs have been built up in their 
databases. As it directly connects users with the information needs to users willing to 
share the information, it gives the information seekers a great alternative to the Web 
search [4, 100, 104]. In addition, it also provides a new opportunity in overcoming the 
various shortcomings as previously observed in TREC-based QA.  
With such a tremendous amount of QA pairs in cQA, users may directly search for 
relevant historical questions from their archives instead of looking through a list of 
potentially relevant documents from the Web. As a result, the corresponding best 
answers in response to the matched question can be explicitly extracted and returned 
to the user. In view of this, there is no more requirement of locating the answer from 
the candidate document passages, and the passage retrieval and answer extraction 
component as commonly witnessed in traditional QA systems can be respectively 
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simplified into a question matching component and an answer retrieval component. In 
addition, the question posted by the user does not necessarily be a factoid question but 
can be any complex questions. 
The success of the cQA services motivates research in many related areas, including 
similar question retrieval, answer quality evaluation and the organization of questions 
and answers etc. In the field of similar question retrieval, there has been a host of 
work on addressing the word mismatching problem between the user queries and the 
archived questions. The state of-the-art retrieval systems employ different models to 
perform the question matching task, including vector space model [29], language 
model [29, 45], Okapi model [45], translation model [45, 82, 104] and the recently 
proposed syntactic tree matching model [100]. I will provide a detailed survey on 
these state-of-the-art retrieval models in Section 2.2. 
Apart from similar question retrieval, there also has been a growing body of the 
literature on evaluating the quality of answers in cQA sites. Different from traditional 
question answering, cQA builds on a rich history, and there is a large amount of 
metadata directly available which is indicative to finding relevant and high-quality 
content. Agichtein et al. [4] introduced a general classification framework for answer 
quality estimation. They developed a graph-based model of contributor relationships 
and combined it with multiple sources of information including content and usage 
based features, and showed that some of the sources are complementary. Jeon et al. 
[46] on the other hand explored several non-textual features such as click counts to 
predict the answer quality using kernel density approximation and maximum entropy 
approaches, and applied their answer quality ranking to improve the answer retrieval 
performance. Liu et al. [62] proposed a classification model to predict the user 
satisfaction towards various answers in cQA. Bian et al. [9] presented a general 
learning and ranking framework for answer retrieval in cQA according to their quality 
using Gradient Boosting algorithm. Their work is targeted to a query-question-answer 
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paradigm but the queries are limited to the TREC factoid questions. By considering 
13 criteria, Zhu et al. [110] developed a multi-dimensional model including pairwise 
correlation, exploratory factor analysis and linear regression for assessing the quality 
of answers in cQA sites. Shah et al. [86] presented a study to evaluate and predict the 
quality of an answer in cQA. Via model building and classifying experiments, they 
demonstrated that the answers’ profile (user level) and the order of the answer 
(reciprocal rank) in the list are the most significant features for predicting the best 
quality answers.  
Instead of evaluating and modeling high quality answers in cQA, there is also a sub-
branch of research using existing best answers to predict certain user behaviors. To 
identify the criteria people employ when selecting best-answers, Kim et al. [52] 
explored several QA pairs from Yahoo! Answers and found that the Socio-emotional 
value was particularly prominent. On the other hand, Harper et al. [39] investigated 
predictors of answer quality through a comparative study and offered some advices on 
the selection of social media resources (commercial v.s. user collaboration).  
With the flourishing of user contributed services, organizing the huge collections of 
data in a more manifest way becomes more important. For better utilization of the 
archived QA pairs, Ming et al. [66] proposed a prototype hierarchy based clustering 
framework, which utilizes the world knowledge adapted to the underlying topic 
structures for cQA categorization and navigation. It models the hierarchical clustering 
task as a multi-criterion optimization problem, by considering the constraints 
including the hierarchy evolution minimization, category cohesiveness maximization 
and inter-hierarchy structural and semantic resemblance. 
As the main focus of the cQA system proposed in this thesis is to better process and 
analyze the questions posted in cQA so as to retrieve similar questions from the 
archived QA pairs more precisely, I will not discuss the researches on the answer 
quality estimation and the organization of questions and answers in detail.  
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In the rest of this chapter, I give background knowledge in cQA question retrieval 
models as well as its extended research areas such as question segmentation and 
answer segmentation. I will first review the state-of-the-art question retrieval models 
because they are closely related to my syntactic tree matching technique for the 
similar question matching problem. 
2.2 Question Retrieval Models 
The major challenge for cQA question retrieval, as for most information retrieval 
tasks, is the word mismatching problem [104]. This problem becomes a huge 
challenge in QA tasks, as instead of inputting just keywords or so, users usually form 
questions in natural language, where questions are encoded with various lexical, 
syntactic and semantic features, and two very similar questions asking for the same 
aspect can neither share any common words nor follow the identical syntactic 
structure. This problem becomes more serious in the circumstances that the question-
answer pairs are very short, where there is little chance of finding the same content 
expressed using very diﬀerent wordings. This problem is also referred to as “semantic 
gap” in the area of information retrieval. Many efforts have been devoted to overcome 
this gap, where they target on bridging up two pieces of texts which are mean to be 
semantically similar but lexically different. Most of the retrieval models or the 
approaches surveyed in this Section are meant to solve this word mismatching 
problem. 
2.2.1 FAQ Retrieval 
The work on cQA question retrieval is closely related to finding similar questions in 
the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) archive, because they all focus on correlating 
the user query with the questions in the QA archive. Early work such as the FAQ 
finder [15] combined lexical similarity and semantic similarity between questions 
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heuristically to rank FAQs, where the lexical similarity is computed using a vector 
space model and the semantic similarity is computed based on WordNet.  
Berger et al. [8] also studied several approaches for the FAQ retrieval. To bridge the 
lexical gap and to find relevant answers among multiple candidate answers, they 
employed four statistical techniques including TFIDF, adaptive TFIDF, query 
expansion using a word mapping learned from a collection of question-answer pairs, 
and translation-based approach using IBM model 1 [14]. These techniques were 
shown to perform quite well, but their experiments were done with relatively small 
datasets consisting of only 1800 Q&A pairs. 
Instead of using the statistical approach, Sneiders [87] proposed a template-based 
FAQ retrieval system which covered the conceptual model and described the 
relationships between concepts and attributes in natural languages. However, the 
system was built on top of the specific knowledge databases or the handcrafted rules. 
Therefore, it was very hard to scale.  
Realizing the importance of the large scale dataset, Lai et al. [56] proposed an 
approach to automatically mine FAQs from the Web. However, they did not study the 
use of these FAQs after the collection of data. Jijkoun and Rijke [47] on the other 
hand automatically collected a much larger dataset consisting of approximately 2.8 
million FAQs from the Web, and implemented a retrieval system using the vector 
space model for the collected FAQ corpus. In their experiments, they smoothed the 
baseline retrieval model with various parameters such as document model, stopwords 
and question words etc. They attempted several combinations of the scores for 
diﬀerent parameters, and the results showed the importance of the FAQ data. In a 
highly focused manner, they provided an excellent resource for addressing real users’ 
information needs. 
Riezler et al. [82] also concentrated on the task of answer retrieval from FAQ pages 
on the Web. Similar to Berger’s work [8], they developed two sophisticated machine 
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translation methods for query expansion, one with phrase-based translation and the 
other with full-sentence paraphrasing. Their models were trained on a much larger 
dataset consisting of 10 million FAQ pages. Their work showed significant 
improvements over other methods and demonstrated the potential advantages of the 
translation model to the FAQ retrieval task. 
Soricut and Brill [90] employed the learning mechanisms for question answer 
transformations [5]. Based on a corpus of 1 million QA pairs collected from the Web, 
they trained a noisy-channel model that exploited both language model for the 
answers and transformation model for the QA terms. They explored a large variety of 
complex questions not limited to the factoid questions, and the evaluations showed 
that the system achieved a reasonable performance in terms of answer accuracy.  
2.2.2 Social QA Retrieval 
However, the community-based QA archives are different from the FAQ collections 
in the sense that the scope of the manually created FAQ is usually limited. Therefore, 
recent research begins to focus on the large scale QA services from the Web. As most 
cQA collections are contributed collaboratively by the online users, the archived 
questions may be coupled with various noises such as grammatical errors and short 
forms of words and phrases etc. Additionally, the sentences in the questions and 
answers also tend to be more complex. As such, there is a demand of introducing 
more advanced information retrieval and natural language processing techniques to 
precisely retrieve the questions and answers in the cQA collection.  
In the field of cQA question retrieval, Jeon et al. [44] developed two different 
similarity measures based on language modeling, and compared them with a 
traditional TFIDF similarity measure. They found that language model is superior in 
calculating the similarities between answers. In their subsequent work [45], they 
further studied several automatic methods of finding similar questions. They built a 
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translation model using IBM model 1 [14] and compared the translation based 
retrieval model with other methods such as vector space model, Okapi BM25 model 
and query likelihood language model. They showed that, despite of a considerable 
amount of lexical mismatch, translation–based model significantly outperforms other 
approaches in finding semantically similar questions. 
Likewise, Xue et al. [104] also focused on translation-based approaches on the 
question and answer retrieval task in cQA. Different from Jeon’s work [45, 44], which 
collected a bilingual corpus to learn the translation model, Xue et al. used the 
question-answer pairs as the “parallel corpus” to estimate the word-to-word 
translation probability. The use of this parallel corpus is based on the assumption that 
the asker and the answerer may express similar meanings with diﬀerent words in the 
cQA archives. They utilized the translation probabilities to rank the questions given a 
new query and combined the question retrieval model with the query likelihood 
language model for the answer part to obtain additional performance boosting. 
On the other hand, Duan et al. [29] built a structure tree for the automatic 
identification of the question topic and question focus in a Yahoo! Answers category. 
The identified topics and focuses were then modeled into a language modeling 
framework for question search. To further overcome the lexical gap, they further 
extended their approach by incorporating a translation-based retrieval framework as 
proposed by Xue et al. [104] and demonstrated that it could boost the retrieval 
performance. 
Observing that cQA services usually organize the questions into a hierarchy of 
categories, Cao et al. [17] attempted to utilize the category information for question 
retrieval. They proposed two approaches to using the categories for enhancing the 
performance of the language-model based question retrieval – one using a local 
smoothing technique to smooth a question language model with category language 
models, and the other using a global smoothing method that computes the 
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probabilities of a user question belonging to each existing category and integrates the 
probabilities into the language model. Its empirical studies provided evidences that 
category information could be utilized to improve the performance of the language 
model for question retrieval. 
As a follow-up, Cao et al. [16] further extended their work by coupling the category 
enhanced retrieval framework with other existing question retrieval models such as 
vector space model, Okapi BM25 model, language model, translation model and 
translation-based language model. These models were adopted to compute the local 
relevance scores (the relevance of a query to a category) and the global relevance 
scores (the relevance of a query to a question in the category). They conducted 
experiments on a Yahoo! Answers dataset with more than 3 million questions and 
found that the category enhanced technique was capable of improving existing 
question retrieval models, including Xue’s translation model [104] and their enhanced 
language model [17]. 
The above work relied on a set of textual features to train the retrieval models and 
perform the matching task. Apart from these approaches, some work tried to make use 
of non-textual features such as user click logs to do the retrieval. Wen et al. [101] 
assumed that if two diﬀerent queries have the similar click logs, then the queries 
(questions) are semantically similar. They showed that the similarities obtained using 
this approach would be superior to directly matching the text of the queries. I believe 
that the retrieval methods smoothed with those non-textual features, whenever 
applicable, can help boost the retrieval performance. 
In contrast to all previous work, the syntactic tree matching model I proposed in this 
thesis performs question matching at the lexical, syntactic and semantic levels. It 
parses the questions into syntactic trees and decomposes the parsing tree into several 
tree fragments. The similarity measure between two questions is carried out by 
implicitly comparing the tree fragments from two parsing trees. To tackle the 
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grammatical errors as commonly observed on the Web, I introduce a comprehensive 
weighting scheme to make the matching more robust. The matching model can be 
further extended by incorporating more semantic features. Borrowing Xue’s idea that 
if two diﬀerent queries have similar retrieval results, the queries can be semantically 
similar [104], I propose an answer matching model to bring in more semantically 
similar questions that might be lexically very different. 
2.3 Segmentation Models 
All the above question retrieval models, including the syntactic tree matching 
model, handle bag-of-words queries or single-sentence questions only. They are not 
capable of analyzing complex queries such as in the form of multiple sub-questions. I 
previously showed that online questions, especially in cQA, can be very complex, 
where one question thread can comprise multiple sub-questions asking in various 
aspects. It is thus highly valuable and desirable to topically segment multi-sentence 
questions and to properly align individual sub-questions with their context sentences.  
It appears to be natural to exploit traditional text-based segmentation techniques to 
segment multi-sentence questions. Existing approaches to detect the boundaries of 
text segments can be dated back decades ago. Much work in the earlier years used the 
lexical cohesion method [35] to do segmentation. The idea of lexical cohesion is 
based on the intuition that text segments with similar vocabularies are likely to be the 
same part of a coherent topic segment. 
2.3.1 Lexical Cohesion 
Morris and Hirst implemented this idea and described a discourse segmentation 
algorithm [68]. They linked sequences of related words from a document to form 
lexical chains. However, they were forced to handcraft the lexical chains to determine 
whether a pair of words satisfies the cohesion conditions, because they used the 
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Roget's thesaurus [53], which was not machine readable. After identifying all the 
lexical chains, they compared the elements of chains to determine whether the later 
chains were continuations of the earlier ones and labeled those later chains that were 
related as chain-returns. 
Hearst later developed a technique, named TextTiling [40], to automatically divide 
long texts into several segments, each of which was about a single sub-topic. She used 
the vector space model to determine the similarity of the neighboring groups of 
sentences and introduced a depth scores to quantify the similarity between a block and 
the blocks in its vicinity, which was utilized to determine the boundaries between 
dissimilar neighboring blocks (i.e. sliding window method). Her algorithm also 
adjusted the identified locations to ensure that they correspond to the paragraph 
boundaries. 
Richmond et al. [81] also proposed a technique for locating topic boundaries. They 
weighted the importance of words using the term frequency and the distance between 
repetitions. They determined the correspondence score between neighboring regions 
by summing the weights of the words which occurred in both regions while 
subtracting the summed weights of words which occurred only in one segment. They 
smoothed the scores using a weighted average method and finally placed topic 
boundaries where the correspondence scores were the lowest. 
Different from previous methods that examined linear relationship between text 
segments, Yaari [105] proposed a method called hierarchical agglomerative clustering 
to perform the sentence boundary detection. The similarity between paragraphs was 
computed using the cosine measure with the weighting of inverse document 
frequency (IDF). He argued that his method produced better annotation results than 
the TextTiling algorithm. 
Reynar [80, 79] further presented and compared three algorithms mainly using cue 
phrases as well as word repetitions to identify topic shifts. Choi [19] extended 
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Reynar’s work by introducing a new algorithm named C99. The primary distinction 
of C99 against Reynar’s work was the use of a ranking scheme and the cosine 
similarity measure in formulating the similarity matrix. Unlike Yaari’s work [105], 
which used a bottom-up approach do detect the boundary, Choi applied a divisive 
clustering method to perform the boundary detection in a top-down manner. He 
demonstrated that this method was more precise than the sliding window [40] and 
lexical chains [49, 68] methods. Choi further improved C99 by using the Latent 
Semantic Analysis (LSA) to reduce the size of the word vector space [20]. The 
hypothesis was that the LSA similarity values were more accurate than the cosine 
similarities. 
Apart from the above boundary detection methods (sliding window [40], lexical 
chains [49, 68], agglomerative clustering [105] and divisive clustering [79]), there are 
other approaches such as dynamic programming [72, 41] etc. Likewise, the lexical 
cohesion implementations are also not limited to word repetition [81, 80], context 
vector [40] and semantic similarity [68], whereas other measurements such as entity 
repetition model [49], word distance model [7], and word frequency model [80] etc. 
are also a part of the literature.  
2.3.2 Other Methods 
Besides these lexical cohesion methods, there are other categories of the text 
segmentation methodologies available. They include multi-source models, Bayesian 
topic models, and the mixture with other models such as language model etc.  
Multi-source methods combined lexical cohesion with other indicators of topic shift 
such as cue phrases, prosodic features, reference, syntax and lexical attraction [7] 
using decision trees [61] and probabilistic models [80] etc. Work in this area was 
largely motivated by the topic detection and tracking (TDT) initiative [6], whose main 
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focus was to segment the transcribed spoken text and broadcast news stories, where 
the presentation format and the regular cues could be exploited to improve accuracy. 
The application of the Bayesian topic model to text segmentation was first 
investigated by Blei and Moreno [11]. Purver et al. [77] later employed the HMM-like 
graphical model to perform the linear segmentation. Eisenstein and Barzilay [32] 
extended Purver’s work by marginalizing the language model using a Dirichlet 
compound multinomial distribution so as to perform the inference more efficiently. 
Claiming that the previous work only considered the linear topic segmentation, 
Eisenstein [31] furthered his work by introducing the concept of multi-scale lexical 
cohesion, and leveraged it in a Bayesian generative model for the hierarchical topic 
segmentation. 
Prince and Labadié [76] described a method that extensively used natural language 
techniques for text segmentation based on the detection of topic changes. They 
utilized a NLP-parser and measured the semantic similarities between text fragments 
to determine the topic relatedness. Their boundary detection method was analogue to 
the sliding window method. 
In view of the above segmentation algorithms, it is noticed that the text 
segmentation task has made significant progresses since it was introduced. However, 
although the experimental results of the above segmentation techniques have been 
shown to be encouraging, they mainly focused on segmenting the general text but 
were incapable of modeling the relationships between questions and contexts as 
commonly observed in cQA. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, a cQA question thread can 
come with multiple sub-questions and contexts, and it is desirable for one sub-
question in the question thread to be isolated from other sub-questions while closely 
linked to its context sentences. I believe that existing text segmentation techniques 
explicitly modeled the text-to-text cohesions, and they are not adequate to accurately 
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capture the question-to-context relationships. To the best of our knowledge, the 
literature of segmenting multi-sentence questions is very sparse. 
In this work, I propose a new graph based approach to segment multi-sentence 
questions and answers. The question segmentation model separates sub-questions 
from context sentences and aligns them according to the closeness scores as 
propagated through the graph model. As a result, topically related questions and 
contexts are grouped together. As for the answer segmentation, I focus on separating 
sub-answers of different topics instead of sub-questions. I again employed a graph-
based propagation method to perform the segmentation. The cohesion between text 
entities is measured by several lexical cohesion methods including similarity (word 
repetition), cue phrases, co-reference etc. I also take into account the relations 
between question sentences and answer sentences to reinforce the segmentation 
measurement, where the detail will be addressed in Chapter 5. 
I integrate the question and answer segmentation model into the question retrieval 
framework. The enhanced retrieval system is capable of segmenting a multi-sentence 
question into different parts and grouping a sub-question with a sub-answer that are 
topically related. I conjecture that with the segmentation model incorporated, the cQA 
system can perform better question indexing, question search, and answer matching. 
2.4 Related Work 
In this section, I present the existing techniques that are related to the question 
retrieval and question segmentation task. As cQA question retrieval is analogue to the 
passage retrieval and answer extraction task in traditional QA, I first present a brief 
review on the complementary work in both domains. Then, I discuss several boundary 
detection methods such as clustering that are pertinent to segmentation. I put them as 
a part of the related work because these methods, to a certain extent, aim at bringing 
together similar stuffs while separating dissimilar ones. 
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2.4.1 Previous Work on QA Retrieval  
With very few exceptions, most of the work done in Question Answering history 
focuses on answering factoid questions. In earlier years when the precise language 
methodologies were not employed, research work used simple regular expressions 
[91] to match the particular question patterns to an answer type. As the complexity of 
the QA retrieval tasks increases, where the question and answer share very few 
common words or phrases, the performance of using simple surface text patterns 
became inadequate in retrieving answers precisely [63]. 
More sophisticated approaches were proposed in later phase, which drew on but 
were not limited to the higher-level text annotations such as named entity analysis 
[75], statistical passage retrieval [96], question typing [13, 42], shallow/deep semantic 
parsing [30, 93], dependency relations [60, 93, 94], lexical-syntactic patterns [10, 102, 
37], and soft pattern [24] etc. To a certain extent, the above approaches focused on 
capturing statistical, linguistic or lexical-syntactic patterns on the sentence entities, 
and progress was observed throughout year-to-year evaluations or TREC campaigns. 
However, the overall performance on various types of questions was still not 
satisfactory enough, and they still had deficiencies in accurately bridging up the gaps 
between questions and answers in the real world.  
To further tackle the word mismatching problem and to push the information 
retrieval tasks in QA to the next level, some QA systems tried to exploit the external 
knowledge such as WordNet [42, 36] and the Web [13] to complement the existing 
techniques. In further recognizing that the lexical-syntactic patterns are globally 
applicable to either all topics or a specific set, Kor et al. [54] proposed a relevance-
based approach named Human Interest Model. It aims at utilizing the external Web 
knowledge such as Google, Wikipedia to identify the interesting nuggets regarding a 




Most of the above techniques were initially introduced in finding answers on small 
and carefully constructed corpora. Besides these approaches, there were also some 
other work in finding answers from a large collection of documents (e.g., Web). 
Examples include the answer validation using Web redundancies [13] and the direct 
use the Web information for answer finding [5, 55] etc. On top of the techniques 
derived for the factoid questions, limited work attempted to go beyond the factoid 
world. Agichtein et al. [5] used the Web as the corpus to get the answer, and Berger et 
al [8] proposed to retrieval answers from a data source on the FAQ documents.  
Most of the techniques from the above literature can be borrowed to the retrieval 
task in cQA in virtue of their similar properties. As a matter of fact, the passage 
retrieval problem in traditional QA is analogue to the question retrieval task in cQA. 
Next, I will review some previous work on passage retrieval and pinpoint the areas 
that are applicable or non-applicable to the cQA question retrieval. 
2.4.1.1 Attempts in Passage Retrieval 
The idea of finding similar questions in cQA is to some extent related to the passage 
retrieval task in traditional QA. As opposed to the question-to-question matching in 
cQA, passage retrieval matches the user question with the document passages because 
it aims at searching for more precise and compact text excerpts in response to users’ 
queries. Passage retrieval is a crucial component in traditional factoid QA systems, 
and it has been studied in depth in the area of information retrieval [50]. 
Earlier work on passage retrieval includes the simplest statistical-based method 
(MITRE [59]) that simply counts the number of the matched question terms in a 
passage and other density-based methods (SiteQ [58] and IBM [74]) that take into 
account the distances between the question terms in the candidate passages. Tellex et 
al. [96] conducted a thorough quantitative evaluation for the passage retrieval 
algorithms and pointed out that the systems that merely reply only on the lexical level 
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matching but neglect the term-to-term relations may fare poorly in the real 
applications. 
To take into account relations between question terms, previous work attempted to 
derive the semantic relationships between words using WordNet [38] or based on the 
statistical resolutions such as language model [88]. On the other hand, there was also 
work trying to apply the grammatical or statistical co-occurrence based methods to 
exam the word-to-word relations. PiQASso [21] employed a dependency parser and 
performed the answer extraction if the relations reflected in the question were 
matched in that sentence. Katz and Lin [51] improved PiQASso by indexing and 
matching the specific relations (e.g., subject-verb-object) over an entire QA corpus to 
overcome the problem of recall. 
However, both the above systems employing dependency relations [21, 51] selected 
answers based on strict matching, which might become problematic due to the large 
variation of sentence representations. To tackle the problem caused by rigid matching, 
Gao et al. [34] proposed a language model that captures the dependency relations 
between words based on the co-occurrences of words in the training data. Instead of 
adopting such statistically determined relations, Cui et al. [24, 25] proposed a soft 
pattern matching method based on the grammatical dependency relations using 
Minipar [60]. 
In contrast to all the above state-of-the-art passage retrieval methods, the question 
retrieval task in cQA focuses on precisely getting users the similar questions in 
response to their queries, whereas recall is not an important factor. In cQA, end users 
are more concerned about the accuracy of the returned questions (i.e., whether the 
retrieved question from the archive is similar to the query question), but they are not 
interested to know if all the similar questions in the corpus have been returned. As 
such, the requirement on precision for the cQA question matching task becomes prior 
as compared to the need of recall in the traditional passage retrieval tasks. To the best 
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of my knowledge, the precision of most existing passage retrieval techniques is not 
very high due to the tradeoff on recall. In addition, the model training is usually 
needed in some work. To precisely find similar questions, and to extensively consider 
the word-to-word relation issue as has been previously observed in passage retrieval, I 
propose to adopt a syntactic tree matching method to perform the question retrieval 
task. I will discuss the syntactic tree matching in detail in Chapter 3. 
2.4.2 Boundary Detection for Segmentation 
In Section 2.3 I reviewed several text segmentation models, mainly focusing on the 
sentence-to-sentence cohesion measures. Regardless of various cohesion measures 
between sentence entities, they also employed different methods to perform the 
boundary detection task. In this Section, I present some representative boundary 
detection methods in the literature in detail, and compare them with the graph-based 
segmentation method as proposed in this thesis. 
As reviewed, Hearst proposed a TextTiling algorithm [40] to split texts into 
discourse units of multiple sentences. The algorithm uses a sliding window approach 
to detect the boundary between text blocks. For each position, two blocks are built – 
one preceding and the other succeeding each position, where the blocks are presented 
in the form of vector space model. The algorithm uses the term repetition to determine 
the lexical punctuation between blocks and splits the text from the points with low 
lexical scores. 
Heinone also proposed a method using sliding windows to determine the most 
similar paragraph inside the window [41]. On top of sliding window, Heinone further 
proposed a dynamic programming technique to achieve the minimum segment cost, 
whereas the cost is quantified by a lexical cohesion score among paragraphs, a user-
specified segment size, and a defined parametric cost function. This method is useful 
if there is a constraint on the segment length. 
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Likewise, TextLec [83] also employed the sliding window method to determine the 
boundary, with the exception that it searches the segment boundaries in a sequential 
process and considers only one text block after each position. To be more specific, it 
first locates the farthest cohesive one within the window for each paragraph, and 
includes a following paragraph in a segment if it is the farthest cohesive one related to 
any other paragraph previously included in the segment. 
Apart from the heuristic sliding window methods that perform the segmentation in a 
linear manner, there are also approaches using non-linear methods, such as clustering 
to detect the text boundary. One of such examples is the hierarchical agglomerative 
clustering (HAC) method by Yaari [105]. This algorithm successively grows coherent 
segments by appending lexically related paragraphs, or by merging larger segments. It 
results in a hierarchical structure, where each sub-tree represents a text segment. 
However, unlike general HAC methods which compute the proximity of the newly 
merged object to all other available segments, Yaari computed only the proximity of 
each segment to its two neighbors. The reason is that the text segmentation requires a 
preservation of the linear order in the structure. 
While Yaari performed the hierarchical clustering in an unsupervised manner, 
Hsueh et al. [43] described a supervised approach that trains separate classifiers for 
the topic and sub-topic segmentation. However, their applied domain was in spoken 
multiparty dialogue but not for the normal text. They discovered that the machine 
learning approach performs better for predicting the top-level boundaries, and many 
cue phrases are helpful in indicating the topic shifts. 
In contrast to HAC, which takes a bottom-up approach, Reynar proposed a top-
down method using the divisive clustering method to perform the segmentation. It 
adapted a graphic-base technique called dotplotting by enumerating the lexical items 
in an article and plotting points corresponding to the word repetitions. The dot plotted 
is presented in a matrix form, and in order to maximize the density of the regions 
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within squares along the matrix diagonal (or minimize the density of the regions not 
contained within these squares), Reynar chose a divisive clustering algorithm to 
perform the task. Once the densities of areas outside the regions have been computed, 
the algorithm starts to select the boundary that produces the lowest outside density. 
Additional boundaries will be added until either the outside density starts to increase 
or a particular number of boundaries have been reached. In other words, the divisive 
clustering algorithm considers the entire input document as a coherent segment, and 
partitions it into two segments at the most prominent sentence boundary. The 
procedure will be processed recursively until the document is no longer divisible. 
Based on Reynar’s work, Choi et al. [19] also employed the divisive clustering 
algorithm to identify the segmentation boundary. 
A noticeable common characteristic from the traditional text segmentation tasks is 
that the boundaries between the text segments are usually explicit. I refer “explicit 
boundary” here as the representation of the segment boundary to be clear, specific and 
fixed. In other words, if a boundary B is determined between the two sentences X and 
Y, the sentence X and sentence Y must be neighboring sentences, and this boundary is 
exclusive, meaning that it can no longer be a boundary between another pair of 
sentences. On the other hand, there is at most one boundary between any two 
consecutive sentences, and it is illegal to have two or more boundaries between any 
pair of sentences. 
While this characteristic appears to be natural for the normal text segmentation 
problem, it no longer holds for the question and answer segmentation problem in 
cQA. In the cQA question segmentation task, I expect to group together sub-question 
sentences and context sentences of the same topic, while separating those that are of 
different topics (i.e. the boundary). Unlike traditional text segmentation, the sub-
questions and contexts belonging to the same segment do not necessary to be 
consecutive, whereas they can be scattered around in the question thread. As 
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sentences in the segment do not appear sequentially, the boundary between two 
question segments is no longer explicit, meaning that the boundary in the question 
segmentation problem is not physically presented. This similar rational can be applied 
to the answer segmentation problem as well, where the sentences in each sub-answer 
segment do not necessarily come in sequentially, and they may not strictly follow the 
posted question order. As such, the boundaries between different segments may not 
always be explicit presented, and in contrary, they are usually there implicitly. 
In view of such properties in the cQA questions and answers, I believe that the 
traditional text segmentation techniques, especially the conventional boundary 
detection methods for text segmentations, cannot be simply applied to the cQA task. 
In this work, I proposed a graph-based propagation method to perform the 
segmentation tasks, in which the boundary between two segments is presented in an 
implicit manner. All the sentences in the question thread are graphically presented, 
and their relations and closeness scores are quantitatively determined throughout a 
series of map propagations. In the end, topically related sub-questions and contexts 
are paired up in a fuzzy way such that a sub-question can have multiple context 
sentences, whereas a context sentence can simultaneously belong to multiple sub-





Chapter 3  Syntactic Tree Matching 
3.1 Overview 
As discussed, traditional QA tasks have been transformed into the question retrieval 
task in cQA, in which the major challenge becomes finding relevant similar questions 
from cQA archive to the user query. However, the similar question matching task is 
not trivial. One of the major reasons is that instead of inputting just keywords or so, 
users form questions using natural language, where questions are encoded with 
various lexical, syntactic and semantic features. For example, “how can I lose weight 
in a few month?” and “are there any ways of losing pound in a short period?” are two 
similar questions asking for methods of losing weight, but they neither share many 
common words nor follow the identical syntactic structure. This gap, so-called word 
mismatching problem, makes the similar question matching task difficult. Similarity 
measure techniques based purely on the lexical level features such as bag-of-word 
(BoW) may perform poorly and become ineffective in these circumstances. 
Features on top of lexical level hence become vital for such complex task. There 
have been various attempts in bridging the semantic gap at the syntactic and semantic 
levels. The tree kernel function [22] is one of the most effective ways to represent the 
syntactic structure of a sentence. In general, it divides the parsing tree into several 
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sub-trees and computes the inner product between two vectors of sub-trees. Although 
there have been some successful applications using it, such as Question Classification 
[12, 69, 109], the tree kernel-like function has not been, to the best of my knowledge, 
directly applied to finding similar questions in the QA archive. As a matter of fact, its 
matching scheme relies on counting common number of nodes in the parsing tree, 
which I believe is too strict to be directly employed to the question matching problem. 
In this chapter, I re-formulate the tree kernel framework, and introduce a new retrieval 
model to find similar questions. I extensively study the structural representations of 
questions to encode not only lexical but also syntactic and semantic features into the 
matching model. The model does not rely on training, and it is shown to be robust 
against grammatical errors as well. Although I focus on using the matching approach 
for the question retrieval task in cQA, this model is generic, and can be easily 
extended and applied to other domains which concerns about the similarity matching 
between two textual entities. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 gives a background 
introduction on the well-known tree kernel concept. Section 3.3 presents the 
architecture of the syntactical tree matching model. Section 3.4 describes an improved 
model with semantic features incorporated. Section 3.5 presents the experimental 
results. Section 3.6 gives a short summary of this chapter with directions for future 
work. 
3.2 Background on Tree Kernel 
Traditional information retrieval tasks adopt the BoW or language model etc. to 
perform retrieval. However, these purely lexical based approaches are often 
inadequate to perform fine-level textual analysis if the task involves the use of more 
varying syntactic structures or complex semantic meanings.  
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In order to utilize more structural or syntactical information and capture higher 
order dependencies between grammar rules, Collins and Duffy introduced a tree 
kernel function and targeted to apply standard kernel based algorithms to various 
problems in natural language [22]. They tried to consider all tree fragments that occur 
in a parsing tree, whereas defined the tree fragment to be any sub-tree that includes 
more than one node, with the restriction that the entire rule productions must be 
included. The method involves a recursive calculation over the tree fragments of a 
parsing tree. Zhang and Lee [109] inherited it by proposing a slightly different 
definition, in which all terminal symbols are included into sub-trees. They argued that 
in this way the tree kernel can back off to the word linear kernel.  
 
Figure 3.1: (a) The Syntactic Tree of the Question “How to lose weight?”. (b) Tree 
Fragments of the Sub-tree covering "lose weight" 
Figure 3.1 gives an illustration on how the tree decomposition works according to 
Zhang & Lee’s definition. Figure 3.1(a) shows the entire syntactic parsing tree of the 
question “How to lose weight?”, and Figure 3.1(b) shows all the sub-trees under the 
node of VP covering the phrase “lose weight”. All the tree fragments produced 
contain the entire production rule, i.e., any sub-trees containing a part of the 
















































The tree kernel was designed based on the idea of counting the number of tree 
fragments that are common to both parsing trees, and it could be defined as:  
 ),(),(
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2121    Nn Nn nnCTTk ,       (1) 
where N1 and N2 are sets of nodes in two syntactic trees T1 and T2, and C(n1,n2) 
equals to the number of common fragments rooted in nodes n1 and n2. However, to 
enumerate all possible tree fragments is an intractable problem. The tree fragments 
are thus implicitly represented, and with dynamic programming, the value of C(n1,n2) 
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where nc(n) is the total number of children of node n and ch(n,j) is the j-th child of 
node n in the tree. n1=n2 denotes that the labels and production rules of node n1 and n2 
are the same, and n1≠n2 denotes the opposite. The parameter λ, a weighing factor, is 
used to resolve the kernel peaking problem. 
3.3 Syntactic Tree Matching 
Although the tree kernel function has been successfully applied in some areas like 
question classification, there is no precedent work of using it to help find similar 
questions. The tree kernel metric measures the distance between two sentences, but 
there are two major limitations that prevent it from being employed directly in the 
question matching problem: (a) the tree kernel function merely relies on the intuition 
of counting the common number of sub-trees, whereas the number might not be a 
good indicator of the similarity between two questions; and (b) the two evaluated sub-
trees have to be identical to allow further parent matching, for which semantic 
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representations cannot fit in well. To remedy the second issue, the Shallow Semantic 
Tree Kernel (SSTK) was proposed in [70], where Predicate Argument Structures 
(PAS) were exploited to take dependencies into account. However, it had noticeable 
computational expense for real world applications. 
In the remainder of this Section, I introduce a new retrieval model, named Syntactic 
Tree Matching (STM), by reformulating the original tree kernel definition. I present a 
new weighting scheme for tree fragments to make the final distance metrics not only 
faithful to the similarity measure but robust enough against some grammatical errors. 
This gives rise in Section 3.4 to a fuzzy matching scheme, which incorporates 
semantic features and elegantly tackles the second limitation. 
3.3.1 Weighting Scheme of Tree Fragments 
I directly employ the definition of the tree fragment from [109], where terminal 
nodes were included as a part of tree fragments. Before introducing the weighting 
scheme of the tree fragment, I first give definition to the node weighing factor: 
Preliminary 1: The weighting factor δi denotes the importance of node i in the 
parsing tree. Its value differs for different types of nodes: 
 δi=1.2, where node i is either the POS tag VB or NN3 
 δi=1.1, where node i is either VP or NP 
 δi=1 for all other types of nodes 
I believe that different parts of the sentence have different importance, and the 
nouns and verbs are considered to be more important than other types of terms such as 
article, adjective or adverb. I also boost up the nodes of verb and noun phrases, to 
show their higher priority over other ordinary ones. 
                                                     
3 Due to stemming, I normalize all POS tags in the way that all plural noun POS tags are 
replaced by their single forms (e.g. NNS→NN) and all verb POS tags are replaced by their 
base forms (e.g. VBN→VB). 
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With node weighing factor, I define the weighting coefficient (θ) of the tree 
fragment as follows: 
Preliminary 2: The weighting coefficient θk for tree fragment k conveys the 
importance of the tree fragment, whose value is the product of all weighing factors of 
node i that belongs to the tree fragment k, i.e.,  kfragmenti ik       (3) 
Intuitively, if a tree fragment contains lots of important nodes, its importance would 
be higher, and vice versa. The weighing coefficient can be reformulated into a 
recursive function   kfragmentj jkk   , in which δk represents the weighing factor 
of the tree fragment root, and θj is the weighting coefficient brought from its sub-trees 
that directly connect to the root. 
I further define the size of the sub-tree (Si) and its weighing factor (λ), together with 
the depth of the sub-tree (Di) and its weighing factor (μ) as follows: 
Preliminary 3: The size of the tree fragment Si is defined by the number of nodes 
that it contains. The size of weighing factor λ is a tuning parameter indicating the 
importance of the size factor. 
Preliminary 4: The depth of the tree fragment Di is defined as the level of the tree 
fragment root in the entire syntactic parsing tree, with Droot=1. The depth weighing 
factor μ is a tuning parameter indicating the importance of the depth factor. 
The introduction of the size and depth factors of the tree fragment is to account for 
the fact that sub-trees with different sizes and at different levels have different impact 
on the whole parsing tree. This impact could be interpreted in two aspects. First, a 
larger tree fragment contains more variety of senses. If a large portion of two parsing 
trees are of the same, their similarity would be higher. Second, the tree fragments at 
the bottom levels carry more significant semantic information than those at the upper 
level. This is because nodes at the upper layer usually determine the surface structure 
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of a whole sentence, whereas nodes at the bottom layer contain information like word 
sense, inner phrase structures, and chunk relations etc., which are a lot more crucial.  
The two tuning parameters λ and μ denote the preference between size and depth. 
Higher λ but lower μ means the size factor is more favorable than the depth factor, and 
vice versa. 
Given the parameters listed above, I introduce the weighting scheme for the tree 
fragments: 
Definition 1: The weight of a tree fragment wi is defined as θiλSiμDi, where θi is its 
weighting coefficient, Si is the size of the sub-tree, λ is the size weighing factor, Di is 
the depth of the sub-tree and μ is the depth weighting factor. 
Different from the tree weighting in [22], which penalized larger trees, my 
weighting scheme favors larger trees. Unlike the weighting proposed in [109], which 
simply considers the size and depth of the tree, my weighting scheme additionally 
takes into account the importance of the words or phrases that a tree fragment covers. 
3.3.2 Measuring Node Matching Score 
After introducing the weighting scheme of tree fragments, I need to match tree 
fragments and compute weights of the matched trees: 
Preliminary 5: If two tree fragments TF1 and TF2 are identical, the weight of their 
resulting matching tree fragment TF is defined to be )()()( 21 TFwTFwTFw  .  (4) 
Recall that the weighting scheme of each tree fragment is determined by the 
formula θiλSiμDi, I may thus write the weight of the matched tree fragment as 
θ1θ2λS1+S2μD1+D2. 
In view of the above, I introduce a new scoring function, named node matching 
score, between two nodes r1 and r2: 
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Preliminary 6: The node matching score between two nodes r1 and r2 is the 
multiplication of weights of all matched tree fragments under the roots of r1 and r2. I 
use the following formula to describe it: 










),(           (5) 
where r1 ≠ r2 denotes the fact that either labels or production rules for r1 and r2 are 
different, TFi(r1,r2) is the i-th matching tree fragment under r1 and r2, and η is the total 
number of tree fragments. 
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where nc(n) is the total number of children of the node n, ch(n,j) is the j-th child of 
node n in the tree, and η is the total number of matched tree fragments (See Appendix 
A for proof of correctness of the recursive function). 
According to the comprehensive definition of weighting scheme for the tree 
fragments, two nodes with many tree fragments of higher weights are likely to 
produce higher node matching scores. This indicates that these node pairs may have 
covered very similar phrases. Therefore, I argue that the node matching score 
provides a good measure of the similarity between the sub-trees rooted under nodes r1 
and r2.  
3.3.3 Similarity Metrics 
In order to find the similarity score between two syntactic parsing trees T1 and T2, I 
traverse them in post-order, and calculate the pair-wise node matching scores between 
the nodes in these two trees. This results in a |T1|x|T2| matrix of M(r1,r2). I use the 
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summation of all scores in the matrix to represent the similarity score between two 
parsing trees: 
Definition 2: The similarity score or the distance metrics between two parsing trees 
is defined as 
     Tr Tr rrMTTsim 1 2 ),(),( 2121             (7) 
However, as the score is very sensitive to the size of trees T1 and T2, I normalize it 
into the following:  
),(),(/),(),(2 22112121 TTsimTTsimTTsimTTsim             (8) 
By making use of the recursive definition of the node matching score, one can 
calculate the final similarity score between two parsing trees in polynomial time with 
dynamic programming. 
3.3.4 Robustness 
In real world, however, grammatical and spelling errors made by people are not 
uncommon, and these errors may have various influences on the resulting parsing 
tree. I observe that some of them such as article errors, tense errors, plurality errors 
etc. only affect a small portion of the parsing tree at the deep level. For instance, the 
parsing trees for the sentences “I want doctor.” and “I want a doctor.” differ only by 
one leaf node and one POS tag (DT). I name these errors with only minor effects on 
the parsing result at the deep level as interior errors. My matching model is obviously 
safe for them. 
However, there are some other grammatical errors which may greatly alter the 
appearance of the parsing tree. I name them as exterior errors, due to the fact that 
they may change the shallow structure of the parsing tree. The preposition error, for 
example, is a kind of exterior errors. Figure 3.2 shows two parsing trees for two 




Figure 3.2: Example on Robustness by Weighting Scheme 
As has been spotted by the dashed rectangles in Figure 3.2, the surface structures of 
these two parsing trees appear to be very different due to the preposition misuse. 
However, it is also observed that, the structures of the chunks or phrases at the lower 
level are well preserved (as highlighted by the solid rectangles). This is common, as a 
large number of investigations show that the tree fragments at the lower level can be 
immune from exterior errors. In respect that tree fragments at the lower level are not 
affected by the exterior errors and the weight of the tree fragments at the lower level 
is relatively higher than those at the upper level, the matching score between two 
parsing trees will not be degraded much in case of errors. I therefore claim that the 
weighting scheme is robust to exterior grammatical errors. 
3.4 Semantic-smoothed Matching 
In the STM model above, if two parsing trees employ different leaf wordings or 
slightly transformed production rules, the tree fragments can hardly be matched. This 
becomes an evident drawback from the semantic point of view, and it motivates a 
b)  Parsing Tree for the sentence  
     (with grammatical error): 
“Good workout plan to losing a little bit of 
weight?” 
a)  Parsing Tree for the sentence  
  (with no grammatical error): 




modification to my original matching model. In order to capture more semantic 
meanings, I: (a) allow partial contribution from terminal words if they are shown to be 
closely related; (b) relax the production rules to allow for partial matching; and (c) use 
answer matching to bring in more semantically related questions. 
Firstly, I use WordNet, a freely available semantic network, to help measure the 
semantic similarity between two words. I employ Leacock and Chodorow’s measure 
(lch) [57], which uses the distance of the shortest path between two synsets to 
represent the semantic distance between two words, where the value is scaled by the 
overall depth of the taxonomy. There are many other similarity measures based on 
WordNet. The reason that I choose lch’s measure is that their measure takes into 
account the depth of the taxonomy in which the synsets are found such that the 
behavior of the measure profoundly takes consideration of the presence or absence of 
a unique root node. In other words, different measures will be taken depending on 
whether two words belong to the same taxonomies or not. In addition, their methods 
are easy to implement and efficient to run, since I require the measurement to be taken 
on the fly. 
In order to fit my matching model, in which the semantic score needs to be scaled 
between 0 and 1, I modify the Leacock’s measure into the following: 
Sem(w1,w2) = 1- distance(w1,w2)/2D           (9) 
where distance(w1,w2) is the length of the shortest path between two synsets of w1 and 
w2, and D is the maximum depth of the taxonomy. In particular, I define the path 
length between two identical words to be 0, i.e., distance(w,w)=0, or Sem(w,w)=1. It 
is noted that the similarity measure between two terminal words is not limited to the 
WordNet similarity measure but could be extended to other more comprehensive 




Secondly, I allow partial matching of production rules in the way that two nodes 
with sufficiently similar production rules can be matched. This sufficiency includes 
omission or reversion of the modifiers, preposition phrases, conjunctions and so on. 
For instance, “NP→DT·JJ·NN” is considered to be similar to “NP→DT·NN”, and can 
be matched. The complete matching rules are not listed here due to space. 
With the two relaxations defined above, I perform fuzzy matching between tree 
fragments. This could be achieved by modifying the matching scheme as proposed in 
Preliminary 5: 
Preliminary 5’: The weight of the matching tree fragment TF resulted from 
matching TF1 and TF2 is defined as: 
 21212121 ),()( DDSSwwSemTFw   , if TF1 and TF2 are two terminal nodes w1 
and w2; 
 212121)( DDSSTFw   , if the root of TF1 and TF2 are identical and their 
production rules can be partially matched. 
The new definition is in line with Preliminary 5, except for the handling of terminal 
words and production rules. Two different terminal words can now be matched into a 
fuzzy word, and nodes with similar production rules can be aligned as well. 
Sem(w1,w2) is the semantic similarity score as calculated from WordNet. 
In order to avoid generating too many improbable tree fragments and make the 
matching more accurate, I impose two restrictions in my design: 
1. Only terminal words with the same POS tag4 can be matched. This prevents the 
matching of the word “book” in phrases like “reading book” and “book air 
tickets”, which is obviously unreasonable. 
2. A confidence of 0.75 is set on semantic distances between two words. In other 
words, only two words with a sufficiently high semantic score are matched.  
                                                     
4 Currently I focus on NN and VB matching, as WordNet only provides the hypernymy 
hierarchical relationship for nouns and verbs. For adjectives and adverbs, we may look into 
their synonyms, but it is difficult to give a quantitative similarity score between them. 
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It is noticed that question matching, even at the semantic level as described above, 
do not suffice to capture all similar pairs in some circumstances. For example, two 
similar questions “Proper way to lose weight?” and “I’m too fat, help?” hardly share 
any common points. To further overcome this kind of semantic gap, I introduce 
additional matching of questions via their answers, named answer matching. This 
matching is based on the intuition that if the answers to two questions are similar, the 
questions are considered to be semantically similar even if they are lexically very 
different. Therefore, given a query, the answers to top ranked matching questions 
could be utilized to fetch more similar questions via answer matching, where the 
newly retrieved questions could have great variations in both lexicon and syntax. 
It is noted that the answer matching module can again utilize STM to carry out the 
answer similarity measure between answers. However, matching at the syntactic level 
is considered expensive, whereas at this particular task, lexical level matching is 
indeed more than sufficient. Therefore, for simplicity and efficiency, a simple Bag-of-
Word approach is employed to perform the answer matching task. In particular, all the 
archived answers are pre-indexed, and each top ranked answer will be matched using 
the Cosine Similarity measure with the archived answer index. 
3.5 Experiments 
In this section, I present empirical evaluation results to assess the effectiveness of 
the STM technique for the similar question matching problem. In particular, I conduct 
experiments on the Yahoo! Answers QA archive and show that the STM is more 
effective than the original Tree Kernel function. I further show that the semantic-






I issue getByCategory query provided in Yahoo! Answers API5 calls to download 
QA threads from the Yahoo! site. I collected a total of around 0.8 million QA pairs 
from the Healthcare domain, over a 12-month period. It covers sub-topics including 
diet, fitness, dental, optical, diseases, mental, men’s and women’s health, etc. I only 
focus on all resolved QA pairs, meaning questions that already have been given their 
best answers. Till this end, I use the best answers as is to serve the user information 
needs. This is based on the hypothesis that the best answer represents the most 
accurate information responding to the question. In Chapter 5, I will demonstrate that 
the answer should be further processed so as to improve the answer presentation 
quality and question retrieval performance. 
There could be multiple questions asked in a single question thread. At the current 
stage, I simply segment each question thread into pieces of single-sentence questions 
by using question mark and 5W1H (who, what, where, why, when, how) words 
heuristic. The reason is two-fold: (1) Different questions may ask about different 
aspects; to separate them is helpful to better match questions with user’s query. (2) 
The parser handles short sentences better than longer ones, for which ambiguous 
syntactic structures are likely to occur. In Chapter 4, I will present a technique of 
segmenting the multi-sentence questions automatically to ease this process. 
To evaluate the retrieval system, I divide the collected dataset into two parts. The 
first part (0.75M) is used as a question repository, while the remaining part (0.05M) is 
used as a test set for evaluation. For this experiment, I randomly select 250 sample 
questions from the test set. These sentences are in the form of single-sentence 
questions containing no context sentences. The reason that I do not consider context 
sentences here is that the current syntactic tree matching model only handles single-
sentence queries, and the matching is conducted on the basis of sentence units. An 




enhanced retrieval model with question segmentation incorporated will be presented 
in Chapter 4, in which the query questions are not limited to single sentence questions, 
but can be in the form of a mixture of question sentences with context sentences. 
The dataset statistics are shown in Table 3.1. There is a total of 867,779 question 
threads from 10 sub-categories. Using a question detector built from a set of heuristic 
rules, I extract single-sentence questions from the dataset and find that there are 1.83 
sub-questions asked on average per question thread (referred to as “Q Ratio”). 
Table 3.1: Statistics of dataset collected from Yahoo! Answers 
Category  # of Question Threads Est # of Sub-questions Q Ratio
Dental  54,049 121,610 2.58
Diet&Fitness  211,410 334,027 1.58
Diseases  44,953 88,107 1.96
General Healthcare  36,529 77,806 2.13
Men’s Health  102,622 164,195 1.60
Women’s Health  157,909 227,388 1.44
Mental Health 106,450 269,318 2.53
Optical 29,036 54,297 1.87
Alternative Medicine 31,578 61,892 1.96
Other Health 93243 191,148 2.05
Total  867,779 1,589,788 (avg) 1.83 
3.5.2 Retrieval Model 
I first index all the collected questions and answers from Yahoo! Answers. By given 
a user query, an initial BoW retrieval is carried out on question index, where different 
retrieval techniques such as term weighing and relevance feedback are applied. Top 
100 of the initial retrieval results (R_STM) are then selected, each of which is 
matched against the user query via the STM module. A re-ranked matching result is 
then produced. I further perform the answer matching to bring in more similar 
questions (R_AM). Two sets of questions are fused with linear interpolation 
( AMRSTMR _)1(_   ) to make up the final similar question searching 




Figure 3.3: Overview of Question Matching System 
3.5.3 Performance Evaluation 
To evaluate the performance of the retrieval model, I use five different system 
combinations for comparison: 
1) BoW (baseline1): A Bag-of-Word approach that simply matches stemmed words 
between the query and questions. 
2) BoW+TK (baseline2): BoW integrated with the original tree kernel function 
(sub-tree counting) for question matching. 
3) BoW+STM: BoW approach combined with the Syntactic Tree Matching model 
as introduced in this chapter. 
4) BoW+STM+SEM: Matching model 3) with semantic features incorporated. 
5) BoW+STM+SEM+AM: Matching model 4) with answer matcher module 
integrated. 
For each retrieval system, the top 10 retrieval results are kept. For each query, I 
combine the retrieval results from different systems, and ask two annotators to label 

























system the result is generated. A third person will be involved if conflicts happen. All 
questions marked as “relevant” against each query are considered to be the ground 
truth6. By eliminating some queries that have no relevant matches, the final testing set 
contains 214 query questions. These questions are of various lengths and in various 
forms. Table 3.2 shows some example queries from this testing set. 
Table 3.2: Example query questions from testing set 
Query  Category Topic 




Tips on losing weight? Diet & Fitness Weight loss 
Tingling in legs, sometimes pain, what is it? Diseases Pain in legs 
Why is it that at the same time afternoon or night I 




Any advice on a fitness schedule including weight 
lifting and diet plan? 
Men’s Health Advice on 
fitness 
Table 3.3. MAP Performance on Different System Combinations and Top 1 
Precision Retrieval Results 
System Combination 







MAP (%) 58.07 60.83 62.94 63.98 66.53
% improvement of 















Precision at Top 1 59.81 61.21 60.28 62.15 63.08
I employ two performance metrics: mean average precision (MAP107) and precision 
at the top one retrieval result. The evaluation results are illustrated in Table 3.3. From 
the Table, I draw the following observations: 
1) BoW model itself achieves quite high precision (58.07%), and BoW+TK slightly 
improves BoW by 4.75%. I conjecture that the relatively high precision obtained 
by BoW is because of the huge size of the Yahoo! Answers archive, where a large 
                                                     
6 This ground truth is actually built on top of the results returned from not only the 5 retrieval 
systems in this Chapter but also other systems as I will introduce in Chapter 4 and 5. 
7 MAP10: The MAP calculated on the returned top 10 questions. 
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number of lexically similar question threads have already been stored. Users are 
therefore quite likely to get similar questions even using some key words. The 
combination of the TK and BoW gives very limited boosting, leading us to be 
more convinced that TK does not capture the similarity between questions well. 
2) Applying syntactic tree matching over simple lexical matching methods boosts 
system performance a lot. When applied on top of BoW, both STM and SEM 
augment the performance in all metrics statistically significantly as judged by 
using paired t-test (p-value<0.01). MAP on BoW+STM improves by 8.39% and 
3.47% respectively over the results obtained by BoW and BoW+TK; and the 
MAP is improved by 10.18% and 5.18% respectively when the semantic features 
are incorporated. Semantic-smoothed syntactic tree matching also yields better 
precision in the top one retrieval task, where it retrieves questions correctly at the 
first position on 133 questions out of a total of 214. I believe that the improvement 
stems from the ability of the syntactic match weighting scheme to correctly 
present and measure the similarity distance between questions. As such, many 
false positive questions that would be favored by normal BoW approaches are 
subsequently eliminated, as they often do not contain similar syntactic structure 
with the user query. 
3) Semantic-smoothed matching performs better than pure syntactic matching 
marginally. It gains an improvement of 1.65% in MAP and 3.10% in precision at 
top one question result when using STM+SEM over STM itself. I conjecture that 
the marginal improvement of semantic features in terms of MAP is probably 
because there are too many lexically similar questions existing in the Yahoo! 
Answers archive. In other words, the performance of the baseline system is so 
high that little room is left for further contribution by the use of semantic features. 
I believe that the semantic-smoothed matching may give significant improvement 
over others in the environment where there is a large number of semantically 
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similar but lexically different terms or phrases, as it may accommodate the 
variation in natural language texts, for which pure syntactic matching may fail to 
capture. 
4) Answer matching (AM) brings in significant improvements over others in all 
metrics. This is in line with my expectation. By the hypothesis that similar 
questions give similar answers, the AM module is capable of bringing in more 
semantically similar questions which bear totally different words or structures. It 
is analogous to relevance feedback module as in traditional IR systems, where 
new query can be formed according to the initial retrieval, and new results can be 
obtained. 
3.5.4 Performance Variations to Grammatical Errors 
To support my statement in Section 3.3.4 that the STM is robust to grammatical 
errors, I conduct experiments in this Section to examine the effect of various 
grammatical errors on MAP. 
For meaningful comparison, I mimic a noisy environment by manually injecting 
various common errors that the human users are likely to make into all testing 
questions. 50% of the testing questions are randomly inserted with interior errors like 
article, tense, plurality errors, while the other 50% are modified to bear random 
exterior errors, such as preposition errors, misplaced modifier etc. To increase the 
diversity of exterior errors, I further introduce Web languages into the simulation 
along with grammatical errors. I randomly choose from a set of common short-form 
words on the Web8 such that certain terms or phrases are modified into non-standard 
short forms, such as “4” for “for”, “your” for “you are”, “plz/pls” for “please” and 
“Im” for “I am” etc. 
                                                     
8 Refer to Appendix B for the selected list of Web short-form text, which is adapted from The 
List of Chat Acronyms & Text Message Shorthand (www.netlingo.com/acronyms.php).  
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I re-run the five systems on the modified testing dataset and plot the results of 
performance variations in Figure 3.4. The top of bars indicates the original 
performance without grammatical errors and the bottom shows the resulting 
performance. 
We can see from Figure 3.4(a) that the systems with STM integrated still 
outperform the BoW and TK systems by a large margin in terms of MAP even in 
noisy environment. The top one precision of STM-embedded systems does not 
degrade as much in general as compared to TK as shown in Figure 3.4(b). As a matter 
of fact, the BoW+STM system even outperforms the BoW and BoW+TK systems in 
noisy environment. This is evidence that the syntactic tree matching model is 
sufficiently robust to various forms of grammatical errors. I expect that in real world 
situation, a STM-based system would give very satisfying matching results. 
Interestingly, the MAP for BoW-only system does not drop much as compared to 
the others. I believe this is owing to the fact that purely lexical based approaches do 
not take word relations into consideration, and thus it is less influenced by the 
grammatical errors. 
 
1:BoW 2:BoW+TK 3:BoW+STM 4:BoW+STM+SEM 5:BoW+STM+SEM+AM 





























3.5.5 Error Analysis 
Although I have shown that STM, together with SEM and AM improves question 
matching, there is still plenty of room for improvement. To further characterize the 
types of questions that have no impact or are adversely affected by STM, I perform 
micro-level error analysis on the testing question set. I find that STM fails to match 
the syntactic structures of questions mainly due to the following three reasons: 
1) Mismatch of question topics: In some cases, two questions asking about different 
topics but bearing very close sentence structures are incorrectly matched. For 
instance, the question “How do I increase my appetite in a short period?” is 
highly ranked by given the query “How can I increase my height in a few 
month?”. This becomes severe for short questions asking about different aspects, 
as simple sentence structures are likely to have exactly the same syntactic 
structure as the others. To overcome this problem, I need to incorporate question 
analysis in the system such that the question target could be clearly identified and 
compared when performing the matching. 
2) Flexibility of question representations: In real world, many semantically similar 
questions have vast differences in their expressions. For example, questions like 
“Best ways and products to get fresh breath?”, “How do you keep your breath 
always smelling fresh and clean?” and “Has anyone tried bad breath cures?” etc. 
are tagged to be similar in the ground-truth with the topic of “bad breath 
remedies”. However, the query “Please tell what I can do to make my mouth 
smell go away?” in the testing dataset matches none of these. Both lexical 
matching and syntactic matching are likely to fail in this case as we are lack of 
not only ways of correlating different human expressions, but also information on 
the relation between the term “breath” and the phrase “mouth smell”. This is a 
difficult challenge, and I believe that certain domain ontology could be of help, 
where at least some semantically related terms can be linked together. 
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3) Extremely long queries: There are also some cases that the query question is too 
long for STM to give correct similarity measure. I conjecture that the syntactic 
structure of a sentence becomes more complicated when the sentence gets longer, 
and this leads to higher flexibility of interchanging different sentence 
components, resulting in a large number of nodes at the upper layers to be 
mismatched and the failure of the STM measure. There is other work [26, 34] 
attempting to find dependency relations between terms to counterbalance the 
word ordering problem. However, their method is also limited to short queries, as 
the dependency parser tends to perform worse for longer sentences. 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, I have presented a novel syntactic tree matching method for the 
similar questions finding problem. I assessed the system based on the ground-truth 
built from Yahoo! Answers, and the evaluation results showed that the system 
produced significant improvements in matching performance as compared to the 
traditional BoW or plain tree kernel function: a 5~15% improvement in MAP, and up 
to 9% in top one precision. I have introduced a comprehensive tree weighting scheme 
to not only give a faithful measure on question similarity, but also handle grammatical 
errors gracefully. I further improved the system performance by incorporating 
semantic features and the answer matching module. Unlike other systems, my model 
does not rely on training, making it easily portable to other similar retrieval systems.  
The empirical evaluation results and qualitative error analysis revealed that the 
syntactic tree matching model could be improved by integrating question analysis 
module and domain ontology. Moreover, most off-the-shelf parsers, including the one 
I used in the experiments, are not well-trained to parse cQA questions. I believe that a 
more targeted parser which is trained on question sets may give better accuracy. 
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The retrieval system in this part of work only focuses on the single-sentence 
question matching problem. In the next chapter, I will introduce a graph-based 
segmentation model which is used to handle multiple-sentence questions that are 
posted with different purposes. 
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Chapter 4  Question Segmentation 
4.1 Overview 
Community-based Question Answering services have transformed the traditional 
information retrieval tasks like TREC QA to similar question matching tasks [100, 
104]. Over times, a host of work on question retrieval has been proposed, including 
vector space model [29], language model [29, 45], Okapi model [45], translation 
model [45, 82, 104] as well as my proposed Syntactic Tree Matching model etc. 
Although the experimental studies in the previous work show that the proposed 
models are capable of improving question retrieval performance, they are not well 
designed to handle questions in the form of multiple sub-questions complemented 
with sentences elaborating the context of the sub-questions.  
This limitation could be further viewed from two aspects. From the viewpoint of 
user query, the input to most existing models is simply a bag of keywords [104, 29] or 
a single-sentence question [100]. It imposes difficulty in understanding user’s 
different information needs when the user query is represented in a complex form 
with many sub-questions. From the viewpoint of the archived questions, none of the 
existing work attempts to distinguish context sentences from question sentences, or 
tries to segment the archived question threads into parts that are topically based. It 
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prevents the system from presenting the user the most appropriate fragments that are 
relevant to his/her queries.  
Figure 4.1 illustrates an example of a question thread extracted from Yahoo! 
Answers. There are three sub-questions (Q1, Q2 and Q3) asked in this thread, all in 
different aspects about being a dentist. If a user posts such example as a query, it is 
hard for existing retrieval systems to find all matches for the three sub-questions if the 
query is not well segmented. On the other hand, if a new similar query such as “what 
are the requirements of being a dentist?” is posted, it is also difficult for existing 
retrieval systems to return Q3 as a valid match if Q3 is not explicitly separated from its 
surrounding sub-questions and contexts. Given all these constraints, it is thus highly 
valuable and desirable to topically segment multi-sentence questions, and to properly 
align individual sub-questions with their context sentences. Good segmentation not 
only helps the question retrieval system to better analyze the user’s complex 
information needs, but also assists it in matching the query with the most appropriate 
portions of the questions in the cQA archive. 
 
Figure 4.1: Example of multi-sentence questions extracted from Yahoo! Answers 
It appears to be natural to exploit traditional text-based segmentation techniques to 
segment multi-sentence questions. Existing approaches to text segment boundary 
detection include sliding window [40], lexical chains [49, 68], agglomerative 
clustering [105], divisive clustering [79] and to dynamic programming [72, 41] etc. 
C1: i heard somewhere that in order to become a dentist, you need certain hours of 
volunteering or shadowing. 
Q1: is that true? 
Q2: if it is, how many hours? 
C2: i have only a few hours of such activity… 
Q3: and can you write down other requirements that one would need to 
become a dentist 
C3: i know there are a lot of things but if you can write down as much as you can, 




Although experimental results of these segmentation techniques are shown to be 
encouraging, they mainly focus on general text relations and are incapable of 
modeling the relationships between questions and contexts. A question thread from 
cQA usually comes with multiple sub-questions and contexts, and it is desirable for 
one sub-question to be isolated from other sub-questions while closely linked to its 
context sentences. 
I introduce in this chapter a new graph based approach to segment multi-sentence 
questions after extensive study of the characteristics of questions in cQA archive. The 
basic idea is outlined as follows. I first attempt to detect question sentences using a 
classifier built from both lexical and syntactic features, and use similarity and co-
reference chain based methods to measure the closeness score between the question 
and context sentences. I model their relationships to form a graph, and use the graph 
to propagate the closeness scores. The closeness scores are finally utilized to group 
topically related question and context sentences. 
The contributions of this work are threefold: First, I build a question detector on top 
of both lexical and syntactic features. Second, I propose an unsupervised graph based 
approach for multi-sentence segmentation. Finally, I introduce a novel retrieval 
framework incorporating question segmentation for better question retrieval in cQA 
archives. 
The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents the proposed 
technique for question sentence detection. Section 4.3 describes the detailed algorithm 
and architecture for multi-sentence segmentation, together with the new segmentation 
aided retrieval framework. Section 4.4 presents the experimental results and Section 
4.5 concludes this chapter with directions for future work. 
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4.2 Question Sentence Detection 
Getting question sentences clearly identified not only helps the retrieval system to 
match user query to the most desirable content but also improves the retrieval 
efficiency. However, the detection of question sentences on the Web is nontrivial 
because human generated content are usually not well formatted. Question sentences 
in cQA are usually mixed with various description sentences, and they usually employ 
informal languages, where standard features such as question mark or utterance are 
likely to be absent. As such, simple heuristics using question mark or 5W1H words 
(who, what, where, why, when, how) may be inadequate. The demand of special 
techniques in detecting question sentences online arises due to three particular 
reasons. First, the question mark could be missing at the end of a question, or might 
be used in sentences other than questions such as “Really bad toothache?”. Second, 
some questions such as “I’d like to know the expense of removing wisdom teeth” are 
expressed in a declarative form, which neither contains 5W1H words nor is 
necessarily ended with “?”. Third, some question-like sentences do not carry any 
actual information need, such as “Please help me?”, while the real information need is 
presented in the earlier context sentences. 
Given the above characteristics, I believe that methods based on hand-crafted rules 
may fail to cope with various question forms as randomly appeared on the Web. To 
overcome the shortcomings of these traditional methods, I propose an automated 
approach to extracting salient sequential and syntactic patterns from question 
sentences, and use these patterns as features to build a question detector. 
In this study, I mainly focus on two kinds of patterns – sequential pattern at the 
lexical level and syntactic shallow pattern at the syntactic level. Sequential patterns 
have been well discussed in many literature, including the identification of 
comparative sentences [48], the detection of erroneous sentences [92] and question 
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sentences [23] etc. However, work on syntactic patterns has only been partially 
explored [92, 100]. Grounded on the previous work, I next explain a new mining 
approach of the sequential and syntactic shallow patterns. 
4.2.1 Sequential Pattern Mining 
Sequential Pattern is also referred to as Labeled Sequential Pattern (LSP) in the 
literature. It is in the form of CS  , where S is a sequence <t1,…,tn>, and C is the 
class label that the sequence S is classified to. In the problem of question detection, a 
sequence is defined to be a series of tokens from sentences, and the class is in the 
binary form of {Q, NQ} (resp. question and non-question). The purpose of sequential 
pattern mining is to extract a set of frequent subsequence of words that are indicative 
of questions. For example, the word sequence “anyone know what … to” is a good 
indication to characterize the question sentence “anyone know what I can do to make 
me less tired”. Note that the mined sequential tokens need not to be contiguous as 
appeared in the original text. 
There is a handful of algorithms available for frequent subsequence extraction. Pei 
et al. [71] observed that all occurrences of a frequent pattern can be classified into 
groups (approximated pattern) and proposed a Prefixspan algorithm. The Prefixspan 
algorithm quickly finds out all relative frequents by a pattern growth method, and 
determines the approximated patterns from those frequents. I adopt this algorithm in 
this work due to its high reported efficiency. I further impose the following additional 
constraints9 for better control over the significance of the patterns mined: 
1) Maximum Pattern Length: I limit the maximum number of tokens in a mined 
sequence to 5. 
                                                     
9 These constraint values were empirically set to get a reasonable number of patterns (around 
a thousand) with reasonable generality (neither too general nor too specific). I did not try to 
search thresholds to optimize the results in the experiments. 
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2) Maximum Token Distance: The two adjacent tokens tn and tn+1 in the pattern need 
to be within a threshold window in the original text. I set it to 6. 
3) Minimum Support: I set the minimum percentage of sentences in database D 
containing the pattern p to 0.45%. 
4) Minimum Confidence: I set the probability of the pattern p being true in database 
D to 70%. 
To overcome the word sparseness problem, I generalize each sentence by applying 
the Part-of-Speech (POS) tags to all tokens except some indicative keywords such as 
5W1H words, modal words, stop words etc. For instance, the question sentence “How 
can I quickly tell if my wisdom teeth are coming” is converted to “How can I RB VBP 
if my NN NNS VBP VBG”, on top of which the pattern mining will be conducted 
thereafter. To further capture online language patterns, I mine a set of frequent tokens 
that are unique to cQA such as “any1”, “im” and “whats”, and keep them from being 
generalized. The reason to hold back this set of tokens is twofold. First, conventional 
POS taggers are trained from Standard English corpus, and they could mis-tag these 
non-standard words. Second, the special online tokens are analogue to standard stop 
words, and having them properly excluded could help reflect the users' textual 
questioning patterns on the Web.  
The converted patterns not only generalize those non-indicative tokens well but also 
preserve the most representative features as commonly observed in online questions. 
Each discovered pattern makes up a binary feature for the classification model as I 
will introduce in Section 4.2.3.  
4.2.2 Syntactic Shallow Pattern Mining 
The sequential patterns represent features at the lexical level, but I found that lexical 
level patterns might not always be adequate to categorize questions. For example, the 
mined pattern <when, do> would presume the non-question sentence “Levator 
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scapulae is used when you do the traps workout” to be a question, while the question 
“know someone with an eating disorder?” could be overlooked due to the lack of 
indicative lexical patterns. These limitations, however, could be alleviated by 
syntactic features. The syntactic pattern (SBAR(WHADVP(WRB))(S(NP)(VP))) 
extracted from the former example has the order of NP and VP being switched, which 
could indicate the sentence to be a non-question, whereas the pattern 
(VP(VB)(NP(NP)(PP))) may be evidence that the latter example is indeed a question, 
because this pattern is commonly witnessed in the archived questions. Figure 4.2 
shows an example that two questions bear very different wordings but share the same 
questioning pattern (S(NP(NN))(VP(VPB)(NP))) at the syntactic level. In view of the 
above, I argue that patterns at the syntactic level could complement lexical patterns in 
identifying question sentences. 
 
Figure 4.2: An example of common syntactic patterns observed in two questions  
To the best of my knowledge, the mining of salient patterns at the syntactic level 
was limited to a few tasks. Zaki and Aggarwal [107] employed tree patterns to 
classify XML data, Sun et al. [92] extracted all frequent sub-tree structures for 
erroneous sentences detection, and I previously proposed a syntactic tree matching 
approach by decomposing the parsing tree into fragments and used them to match 






















Anyone try weight watchers? Someone need a diet motivator?
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syntactic patterns for the question detection; and (2) I do not blindly extract all 
possible sub-tree structures, but focus only on certain portions of the parsing tree for 
better pattern representation and extraction efficiency.  
I first give a proper definition of syntactic pattern. Each sentence can be parsed into 
a syntactic tree T, and a sub-tree is an arbitrary sub-structure of T. Given a syntactic 
tree T, I define syntactic pattern as a sub-tree of T such that the children set for each 
non-leaf node are exactly the same as the set for that in T. In other words, the 
production rule for each non-leaf node in the syntactic pattern should not be broken. 
For example, the sub-structure (S(NP(NN))(VP(VPB))) in Figure 4.2 is only 
considered as a sub-tree but not a valid syntactic pattern, because the production rule 
of VP→VPB·NP is not strictly complied. 
The measures I take in mining salient syntactic patterns can be viewed from the 
following aspects: First, I limit the depth of each syntactic pattern to be within a 
certain range. It is believed that the syntax structure will become too specific if it is 
extended to a deeper level or it will be too general if the depth is too shallow, neither 
of which produces good representative patterns for question detection. I thus set the 
depth D of each syntactic pattern to be within a reasonable range (2<D<4). Second, I 
prune away all leaf nodes as well as the production rules at the POS tag level. I 
believe that nodes at the bottom levels do not carry much useful structural information 
favored by question detector. For example, the simple grammar rule NP→DT·NN 
does not give any insight to useful question structures. Third, I relax the definition of 
syntactic pattern by allowing the removal of some nodes denoting modifiers, 
preposition phrases, conjunctions etc. The reason is that these nodes are not essential 
in representing the syntactic patterns and are better excluded for generalization 
purpose. Figure 4.3 gives an illustration of the process for pattern extraction and 
generalization. In this example, several syntactic patterns are generated from the 
question sentence “How can I quickly tell if my wisdom teeth are coming?”, and the 
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tree patterns (a) and (b) are generalized into (a') and (b'), where the redundant branch 
(ADVP(RB)) that represents the adverb “quickly” is pruned away. 
 
Figure 4.3: Illustration of syntactic pattern extraction and generalization process 
Content on the Web is prone to noise, and most off-the-shelf parsers are not well-
trained to parse online questions. For example, the parsing tree of the question “whats 
the matter with it?” will be very different from that of the question “what is the matter 
with it?”. It would certainly be nice to know that “whats” is a widely used short form 
of the phrase “what is” on the Web, but we are lack of this kind of thesaurus. 
Nevertheless, I argue that the parsing errors would not hurt the performance of the 
question detector much as long as the mining database is huge enough. The reason is 
that if certain irregular forms frequently occur on the Web, there will be statistical 
evidences that the syntactic patterns derived from it, though not what they are 
supposed to be, will commonly occur as well. In other words, here we are taking the 
wrong pattern and make the best of it such that the set of irregular syntactic patterns 
will eventually be mined and utilized to detect questions in the irregular form. My 
approach differs from other systems in that I do not intentionally try to rectify the 
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grammatical errors, but leave the errors as they are and use the statistical based 
approach to capture those informal patterns. 
The pattern extraction process is outlined in Algorithm 1. The overall mining 
strategy is analogous to the mining of sequential patterns, where support and 
confidence measures are taken into consideration to control the significance of the 
mined patterns. All mined syntactic patterns together with the lexical patterns will be 
used as features for learning the classification model. 
4.2.3 Learning the Classification Model 
The input to an algorithm that learns a binary classifier normally consists of both 
positive and negative examples. While it is easy to discover certain patterns from 
questions, it is unnatural to identify characteristics for non-questions, as they usually 
do not share such common lexical and syntactic patterns. The lack of good negative 
examples leads traditional learning algorithms such as SVMs to perform poorly. To 
tackle this issue and to adapt the imbalanced input data, I proposed to employ a one-
class SVM [64] method for learning. One-class SVM is an extension of the original 
two-class SVM learning algorithm. Its basic idea is to transform features from only 
positive examples via a kernel to a hyper-plane and treats the origin as the only 
member of the second class. It uses relaxation parameters to separate the positive 
Algorithm 1 ExtractPattern (S , D) 
Input: A set of syntactic trees for sentences (S); the depth range (D) 











Patterns = {}; 
for all Syntactic tree T ∈ S do 
    Nodes ← level order traversal of T from top to bottom; 
    for all node n ∈ Nodes do 
        Extract subtree p rooted under node n, with depth within the range D; 
        p ← generalize (p);        // remove modifier nodes etc. 
        Patterns.add (p);            // add p as a candidate 





examples from the origin, and finally applies the standard two-class SVM techniques 
to learn a decision boundary. As a result, anything outside the boundary are 
considered to be outliers (i.e. non-questions in this problem). 
More formally, given n training samples x1, x2, … ,xn belonging to one class, the 











1min           (10) 
subject to: iixw   )( , where Φ is a kernel function, ξi is the slack variable, 
and ν is the parameter controlling the upper bound percentage of outliers. If w and ρ 
solve this problem, the decision function ))(()(  xwsignxf will be positive 
for most examples xi in the training set. 
The training data as used by traditional supervised learning methods usually require 
human annotations. To save human effort on labeling, I take a shortcut by treating all 
sentences ending with question marks as initial positive examples. This assumption is 
acceptable, as Cong et al. [23] reported that the rule-based method using only 
question mark achieves a very high precision of over 97% in detecting questions. It in 
turn indicates that questions ending with “?” are highly reliable to be real questions.  
However, the initial training data still contain many sentences ending with “?” but 
are not true questions. These possible outliers will shift the decision boundary away 
from the optimal one, and I need to remove them from the training dataset for better 
classification. Many preprocessing strategies are available for training data refinement, 
including bootstrapping, condensing, and editing etc. In this work, I employ a SVM-
based data editing and classification method proposed by Song et al. [89]. It 
iteratively sets a small value to the parameter ν of the one-class SVM so as to 
continuously refine the decision boundary. The algorithm could be better visualized 
with Figure 4.4. In each iteration, a new decision boundary will be determined based 
on the existing set of data points, and a portion of possible outliers will be removed 
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from the training set. It is expected that the learned hyper-plane will eventually be 
very close to the optimal one. 
 
Figure 4.4: Illustration of one-class SVM classification with refinement of training data 
(conceptual only). Three iterations (i) (ii) (iii) are presented 
I use the freely available software LIBSVM 10  to conduct the one-class SVM 
training and testing. A linear kernel is used, as it is shown to be superior. In each 
iteration of training data refinement, the parameter ν is conservatively set to 0.02. The 
number of iteration is dynamically determined according to the algorithm depicted by 
Song et al. [89]. Other parameters are all set to default. The refined decision boundary 
from the training dataset will be applied to classify questions from non-questions. The 
question detector model learned will serve as a component for the cQA question 
retrieval system in the experiments. 
4.3 Multi-Sentence Question Segmentation 
Unlike traditional text segmentation, question segmentation ought to group each 
sub-question with its context sentences while separating it from the other sub-
questions. For example, a desirable question segmentation model separates the 
question thread as illustrated in Figure 4.1 into three question segments: (Q1 – C1), 
                                                     
10 Available at: http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/\~{}cjlin/libsvm 
Good positive examples
(true questions)












(Q2 – C1, C2) and (Q3 – C3), whereas the context C4 does not belong to any segment as 
it is not informative. Naïve methods such as using distance based metrics or other 
linear segmentation methodologies hence are inadequate, and it is a challenge to 
segment multi-sentence questions especially when the description sentences in 
various aspects are mixed together. 
In the remainder of this section, I present a novel graph-based propagation method 
for segmenting multi-sentence questions. While the graph based method has been 
successfully applied in many applications like Web search, to the best of my 
knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply it to the question segmentation problem. 
The intuition behind the use of graph propagation approach is that if two description 
sentences are closely related and one is the context of a question sentence, then the 
other is also likely to be its context. Likewise, if two question sentences are very close, 
then the context of one is also likely to be the context of the other. I next introduce the 
graph model of the multi-sentence question, followed by the sentence closeness score 
computation and the graph propagation mechanism. 
4.3.1 Building Graphs for Question Threads 
Given a question thread comprising multiple sentences, I represent each of its 
sentences as a vertex v. The question detector is then applied to divide sentences into 
question sentences and non-question sentences (contexts), forming a question 
sentence vertex set Vq and a context sentence vertex set Vc respectively. 
I model the question thread into a weighted graph (V, E) with a set of weight 
functions Ew: , where V is the set of vertices Vq∪Vc, E is the union of three 
edge sets Eq∪Ec∪Er, and w(E) is the weight associated with the edge E. The three 
edge sets Eq, Ec and Er are respectively defined as follows: 
- Eq: a set of directed edges u→v, where u, v ∈ Vq; 
- Ec : a set of directed edges u→v, where u, v ∈ Vc; 
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- Er : a set of undirected edges u–v, where u ∈ Vq and v ∈ Vc. 
While the undirected edge indicates the symmetric closeness relationship between a 
question sentence and a context sentence, the directed edge captures the asymmetric 
relation between two question sentences or two context sentences. The intuition of 
introducing the asymmetry relationship could be explained with the example given in 
Figure 4.1. It is noticed that C1 is the context of the question sentence Q1 and C2 is the 
context of the question sentence Q2. Furthermore, Q2 is shown up to be motivated by 
Q1, but not in the opposite direction. This observation gives us the sense that C1 could 
also be the context of Q2, but not for C2 and Q1. I may reflect this asymmetric 
relationship using the graph model by assigning higher weight to the directed edge 
Q1→Q2 than to Q2→Q1. As a result, the weight of the chain C1→Q1→Q2 becomes 
much stronger than that of C2→Q2→Q1, indicating that C1 is related to Q2 but C2 is 
not related to Q1, which is consistent to my intuition. From another point of view, the 
asymmetry helps to regulate the direction of the closeness score propagation. 
I give two different weight functions for edges depending on whether they are 
directed or not. For the directed edge (u→v) in Eq and Ec, I consider the following 
factors in computing weight: 
1) KL-divergence: given two vertices u and v, I construct the unigram language 
models Mu and Mv for the sentences they represent, and use KL-divergence to 
measure the difference between the probability distributions of Mu and Mv. I use 
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Generally, the smaller the divergence value, the stronger the connectivity, and the 




Note that due to sparseness problem, the unigram language models Mu and Mv are 










Mwp uwu                       (11a) 
where u’ is the expanded representation of u, µ is a smoothing parameter, and C is 
the collection language model. The short text segment u is expanded with Web 
search results by concatenating the snippets associated with the top 10 search 
result of u. For the ease of computation, I truncate the distribution by only keeping 
the 20 most likely terms and setting the remaining probabilities to 0. Similar 
pruning strategy was done in previous work [84, 65]. 
2) Coherence: it is observed that the subsequence sentences are usually motivated by 
the earlier sentences. Given two vertices u, v, I say that v is motivated by u (or u 
motivates v) if v comes after u in the original post, and there are conjunction or 
linking words connecting in-between. The coherence score from u to v is 
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3) Coreference: coreference commonly occurs when multiple expressions in a 
sentence or multiple sentences have the same referent. I observe that sentences 
having the same referent are somehow connected, and the more the referents two 
sentences share, the stronger the connection. I perform the coreference resolution 
on a question thread11, and measure the coreference score from vertex u to vertex 
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Note that all the metrics introduced above are asymmetric, meaning that the 
measure from u to v is not necessarily the same as that from v to u. Given two vertices 
u, v ∈ Eq or Ec, the weight of the edge u→v is computed by a linear interpolation of the 
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where 1,,0 321    and 1321   .        (14) 
Since DKL(Mv||Mu) ≥ 0, 0 ≤ Coh(v|u) ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ Ref(v|u) ≤ 1, the interval range of 
w1(u→v) is between 0 to 1, and I do not need to apply normalization on this weight. I 
employed grid search with 0.05 stepping space in the experiments and found that the 
combination of {α1 = 0.4, α2 = 0.25, α3 = 0.35} gives the most satisfactory results. 
While the weight of the directed edges in Eq and Ec measures the throughput of the 
score propagation from one to another, the weight of the undirected edge (u–v) in Er 
demonstrates the true closeness between a question and a context sentence. I consider 
the following factors in computing the weight for edges in Er : 
1) Cosine Similarity: given a question vertex u and a context vertex v, I measure 


















),(     (15) 
where fu(w) is the frequency of word w in sentence u, idfw is the inverse document 
frequency (# of posts containing w). I do not employ KL-divergence as I believe 
that the similarity between question and context sentences is symmetric. 
2) Distance: questions and contexts separated far away are less likely to be relevant 
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where ),( vu is proportional to the number of sentences between u and v in the 
original post. 
3) Coherence: the coherence between a question and a context sentence is also 
important, and I take it into account with the exception that the order of 
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4) Coreference: similarly, it measures the number of the same referents in the 
question and context, without considering their ordering: 
|}{|1),(Ref vureferentevu                    (18) 
The final weight of the undirected edge (u–v) is computed by a linear interpolation 
of the abovementioned factors: 
),(Ref),(),(),()( 43212 vuvuCohvuDisvuSimvuw    
where 1,,,0 4321    and 14321        (19) 
The combination of {β1 = 0.4, β2 = 0.1, β3 = 0.3, β3 = 0.2} produces optimal results 
with grid search. Note that normalization is not required as each factor is valued 
between 0 and 1. With the weight of each edge defined, I next introduce the 
propagation mechanism of the edge scores. 
4.3.2 Propagating the Closeness Scores 
For each pair of vertices, I assign the initial closeness score to be the weight of the 
edge in-between using the weight function introduced in Section 4.3.1, depending on 
whether the edge is in Eq, Ec or Er. Note that if the edge weight is very low, two 
sentences might not be closely related. For fast processing, I use a weight threshold θ 
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to prune edges with weight below θ. The parameter θ is empirically determined, and I 
found in the experiments that the results are not very sensitive to θ value below 0.15. 
With the initial closeness scores, I carry out the score propagation using the 
algorithm outlined in Algorithm 2. The basic idea of this propagation algorithm is that, 
given a question sentence q and a context sentence c, if there is an intermediate 
question sentence qi such that the edge weight w1(qi→q), together with the closeness 
score w(qi,c) between qi and c, are both relatively high, then the closeness score w(q,c) 
between q and c could be updated to λw1(qi→q)w(qi,c) in case the original score is 
lower than that. In other words, qi becomes the evidence that q and c are related. The 
propagation algorithm works similarly in propagating scores from question sentences 
to context sentences, where an intermediate context ci could be the evidence that c and 
q are related. Notice that the direction of propagation is not arbitrary. For example, it 
makes no sense if I propagate the score along the path of c→ci→q, because ci is 
simply the receiver of c, which could not be the evidence that a question and a context 
are correlated. When considering a pair of q and c, the possible directions of 
propagation are illustrated in Figure 4.5, in which the dashed lines indicate invalid 
propagation paths. 
Algorithm 2 MapPropagation (G(V,E)) 
Input: The map model with initial scores assigned to every edge 
















for every context c∈Vc  and every question q∈Vq do   // initialization 
w(q,c) = w2(q,c); 
end for 
while score is not converged do 
for every context c∈Vc  and question q∈Vq do  // propagate from c to q 
    w’(q,c) = MAXqi∈ Vq { λw(qi,c)w1(qi→q) } 
    if (w(q,c) < w’(q,c)) 
        w(q,c) = w’(q,c) 
end for 
for every question q∈Vq and context c∈Vc  do  // propagate from q to c 
    w’(c,q) = MAXci∈ Vc { λw(ci,q)w1(ci→c) } 
    if (w(c,q) < w’(c,q)) 








Figure 4.5: Illustration of the direction of score propagation 
The damping factor λ in the algorithm controls the transitivity among nodes. In 
some circumstances, the propagated closeness score might not indicate the true 
relatedness between two nodes, especially when the score is propagated through an 
extremely long chain. For example, {ABC} is close to {BCD}, {BCD} is close to 
{CDE}, and {CDE} is close to {DEF}. The propagation chain could infer {ABC} to 
be related to {DEF}, which is not true. The damping factor λ can leverage this 
propagation issue by penalizing the closeness score when the chain becomes longer. I 
empirically set λ to 0.88 in this work12.  
The propagation of the closeness score will eventually converge. This is controlled 
by the propagation principle that the updated closeness score is a multiplication of 
two edge weights whose value is defined to fall between 0 and 1. Hence the score is 
always upper bounded by the maximum weight of the edges in E. 
After the propagation reaches the stationary condition, I need to extract all salient 
edges in Er for the alignment of questions and contexts. One straightforward method 
is to pre-define a threshold ψ, and remove all edges weighted under ψ. However, this 
                                                     
12 This value is empirically derived from a separate development dataset. Indeed, the overall 



















Propagating from c to q 
only nodes in Vq are considered to be 
intermediate nodes for propagation 
Propagating from q to c 
only nodes in Vc are considered to be 
intermediate nodes for propagation 
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method is not very adaptive, as the edge weights vary greatly for different questions 
and a pre-defined threshold is not capable to regulate the appropriate number of 
alignments between questions and contexts. In this work, I take a dynamical approach 
instead: I first sort edges in Er by the closeness score and extract them one by one in 
descending order <e1, e2, … , en>. The extraction process terminates at em when one 







ewew     , where ewi is the i-th edge weight in the order 
and ω is the control parameter. 
2. ewm+1 < η , where η is a pre-defined threshold controlling the overall connection 
quality (I set it to 0.05), as the edge becomes meaningless if the weight is too low. 
3. m = n, meaning all edges have been extracted out from Er. 
When the extraction procedure terminates, the extracted edge set {e1,…,em} 
represents the final alignment between questions and contexts. For each edge ei 
connecting between a context c and a question q, c will be considered as the context 
to question q, and they belong to the same question segment. For example, a final 
edge set {(q1,c1), (q2,c2), (q1,c2), (q2,c4), (q3,c1), (q2,c3)} produces three question 
segments: (q1 – c1,c2), (q2 – c2,c3,c4) and (q3 – c1). Note that the segmentation works in 
a fuzzy way such that no explicit boundaries are defined between sentences. Instead, a 
question could have multiple context sentences, whereas a context sentence does not 
necessarily belong to only one question. 
4.3.3 Segmentation-aided Retrieval 
Figure 4.6 shows an improved question retrieval framework with segmentation 
module integrated. In this enhanced retrieval framework, both repository questions 
(archived question threads) and user queries go through an additional segmentation 
module such that the original multi-sentence questions are transformed into question-
context pairs. In particular, the question-context pairs from repository questions are 
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indexed for fast retrieval. Given a new user query in the form of multiple questions, 
each of its segmented question-context pair will be processed by the Question 
Matcher in the following way: the Question Matcher first searches the question 
sentence from its repository and retrieves top N similar questions presented in the 
segmented manner; next, it re-ranks the result list by incorporating similarity score 








Q RQsimRQsimRQsimRQsimRQscore  
           (20) 
where Q is the user query, R is the repository question, Qq and Rq represents their 
question sentences, and Qc and Rc denotes the corresponding context sentences. The 
similarity function simQ (as will be shown in the experiment) can be either a simple 
cosine similarity metric or STM as introduced in this thesis. Considering that the 
context sentences are usually a mixture of sentences and for the sake of efficiency, I 
choose cosine similarity measure as the distance function for simC in this work. 
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Different from existing models, the question matcher matches two question 
sentences in assistant of additional topically related contexts as generated from the 
segmentation module, such that the user’s query can be matched with individual cQA 
sub-question more precisely. Furthermore, the user query is no longer restricted to a 
short single-sentence question, but can be in the form of multiple sub-questions 
complemented with many description sentences. An archived question thread asking 
in various aspects could also be indexed into different question-context pairs such that 
the matching is performed on the basis of each individual pair.  
4.4 Experiments 
In this section, I present empirical evaluation results to assess the effectiveness of 
my question detection model and multi-sentence segmentation technique. In 
particular, I conduct experiments on the Yahoo! Answers QA archive and show that 
the question detection model outperforms traditional rule based or lexical based 
methods. I further show that my segmentation model works more effectively than 
conventional text segmentation techniques in segmenting multi-sentence questions, 
and it gives additional performance boosting to cQA question matching. 
4.4.1 Evaluation of Question Detection 
In this section, I first examine the effects of the number of patterns on question 
detection performance. I further conduct experiments to show that our question 
detection model combining both lexical and syntactic features outperforms traditional 
rule-based or lexical-based methods. 
4.4.1.1 Performance Variation over Different Pattern Sets 
The performance of the question detection model can be sensitive to the number of 
features used for learning. To find the optimal number of features used for model 
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training, I examine in this sub-section the performance variation over different 
amount of lexical and syntactic patterns undertaken for training. 
Dataset: I used the same question archive from Yahoo! Answers as I used in 
experiments in Chapter 3. From the collected data that comprises 0.8 million question 
threads, I generate the following three datasets for the experiments: 
– Pattern Mining Set: Around 350k sentences extracted from 60k question threads 
are used for lexical and syntactic pattern mining, where those ending with “?” 
are treated as question sentences and the others as non-question sentences13.  
– Training Set: Around 130k sentences ending with “?” from another 60k question 
threads are used as the initial positive examples for one-class SVM learning 
method.  
– Testing Set: Two annotators14 are asked to tag some randomly picked sentences 
from a third post set. A total of 2,004 question sentences and 2,039 non-question 
sentences are annotated. 
Table 4.1:  Number of lexical and syntactic patterns mined over different 
support and confidence values 
# of Lexical 
Patterns 












t 0.03% 916 758 638 530 453 
0.45% 1375 1338 1314 1294 1277 0.04% 707 580 488 402 341 
0.50% 1184 1151 1130 1113 1110 0.05% 546 450 375 308 261 
0.55% 1037 1007 989 975 964 0.06% 468 379 314 260 218 
 
Methods & Results: I use different combinations of support and confidence values 
to generate different set of patterns. The support value ranges from 0.40% to 0.55% 
for lexical patterns with a step size of 0.05%, and ranges from 0.03% to 0.06% for 
syntactic patterns with a step size of 0.01%. The confidence value for both patterns 
                                                     
13 This is acceptable for a large dataset, as a question ending with “?” is claimed to have high 
precision to be a true question. 
14 They are graduate students with necessary background knowledge on Question Answering. 
A third person will be involved if conflicts happen. 
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ranges from 60% to 80% with a step size of 5%. These value ranges are empirically 
determined as the number of features produced is shown to be reasonable. Table 4.1 
presents the number of lexical and syntactic patterns mined against different support 
and confidence value combinations.  
For each set of lexical or syntactic patterns mined, I use them as features for model 
learning. I convert the training sentences into a set of feature vectors and employ the 
one-class SVM algorithm to train a classifier. The classifier will then be applied to 
predict the question sentences in the testing set. To evaluate each question detection 
model, I employ Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1 as performance metrics. Table 4.2 
presents the results. The results for certain confidence levels are not very promising, 
and are not shown in the table because of lack of space.  
Table 4.2: Question detection performance over different sets of lexical patterns 






65% 70% 75% 65% 70% 75% 








0.03% 80.4 83.3 81.9 85.1 77.5 81.1 90.7 70.2 79.1
0.45% 86.6 90.2 88.4 88.9 88.5 88.7 89.6 86.7 88.2 0.04% 79.0 86.1 82.4 90.1 78.2 83.7 90.8 70.8 79.6
0.50% 88.5 91.6 88.4 86.4 89.0 87.7 86.2 87.9 87.0 0.05% 80.3 82.5 81.4 88.8 78.4 83.3 89.9 69.0 78.1
0.55% 86.5 89.9 88.1 88.1 87.5 87.8 88.0 89.2 88.6 0.06% 83.0 83.2 83.1 88.5 77.2 82.4 86.7 75.8 80.9
I observe from the table that given a fixed support level, the precision generally 
increases with the confidence level for both lexical and syntactic patterns, but the 
recall drops. For a fixed confidence level, there is no clear performance trend along 
with the change of the support value. The lexical feature set comprising 1,314 
sequential patterns as generated with the combination of sup=0.45% and conf=70% 
gives the best F1 score of 88.7%, and the syntactic feature set comprising 580 
syntactic patterns as generated from the combination of sup=0.04% and conf=65% 
gives the best F1 score of 83.7%. It is noted that the sequential patterns give relatively 
high recall while the syntactic patterns give relatively high precision. My reading is 
that the sequential patterns are capable of capturing most questions, but it may also 
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give many wrong predictions to non-questions such as “Levator scapulae is used 
when you do the traps workout” that bears the sequential pattern {when, do}. On the 
other hand, the syntactic patterns could give reliable predictions, but it may not 
capture all the questions because the set of syntactic patterns is limited. I conjecture 
that a combination of both features could further improve the question detection 
performance. 
4.4.1.2 Performance Comparison with Traditional Question Detection Methods 
I next conduct experiments to compare the performance of our question detection 
model to traditional rule-based or lexical-based methods. 
Method & Results: For meaningful comparison, I set up the following five 
different system combinations: 
1) 5W1H (baseline1): a rule based method determines that a sentence is a question 
if it contains 5W1H words. 
2) Question Mark (baseline2): a rule based method judges that a sentence is a 
question if it ends with the question mark “?”. 
3) SeqPattern: Using only the set of 1,314 sequential patterns as features.  
4) SynPattern: Using only the set of 580 syntactic patterns as features. 
5) SeqPattern+SynPattern: Using both sequential patterns and syntactic patterns as 
features for question sentence detection.  
Table 4.3. Examples for sequential and syntactic patterns 
Pattern Type Pattern Example 
Sequential Pattern 
< anyone VB NN > < what NN to VB NN > 
< NNS should I > < can VB my NN> 
< JJS NN to VB > … 
Syntactic Pattern 
(SBARQ (CC)(WHADVP (WRB))(SQ (VBP)(NP)(VP))) 
(SQ (VBZ)(NP (DT))(NP (DT)(JJ)(NN))) 




Table 4.4: Performance comparisons for question detection on different system 
combinations 
System Combination Precision (%) Recall (%) F1(%) 
(1) 5W1H 75.37 49.50 59.76 
(2) Question Mark 94.12 77.50 85.00 
(3) SeqPattern 88.92 88.47 88.69 
(4) SynPattern 90.06 78.19 83.71 
(5) SeqPattern+SynPattern 92.11 89.67 90.87 
 
I again employ Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1 as performance metrics to evaluate 
each question detection system. Table 4.3 illustrates some pattern examples mined 
and  
Table 4.4 tabulates the comparison results. From the Table, I observe that 5W1H 
performs poorly in both precision and recall, and question mark based method gives 
relatively low recall although the precision is the highest amongst all the methods 
evaluated. This is in line with the results as observed by Cong et al. [23]. SeqPattern 
outperforms the two baseline systems in F1 scores, and its combination with 
SynPattern augments the performance in both precision and recall by a lot. It achieves 
statistically significant improved results (t-test, p-value<0.05) as compared to using 
SeqPattern and SynPattern separately. The results are consistent with our intuition that 
syntactic patterns can leverage sequential patterns in improving the question detection 
performance. It is noted that our question detector exhibits a sufficiently high F1 score 
for its use in the cQA question retrieval tasks. 
4.4.2 Question Segmentation Accuracy 
To evaluate the performance of the question segmentation model, in this Section I 
quantitatively analyze the question segmentation accuracy on questions comprising 
different numbers of sub-questions. I randomly choose 100 question threads in the 
form of multiple sentences from Yahoo! Answers and run the proposed question 
segmentation method over these samples. The first three columns of Table 4.5 show 
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the distribution of question threads on different numbers of sub-questions. As can be 
observed from Table 4.5, there is a total of 266 sub-questions in the sampled threads, 
and the majority the question threads are in the form of two or three sub-questions. 
Two evaluators (with a third person to break ties) are asked to tag whether each sub-
question has been properly segmented using the proposed question segmentation 
technique, and the last two columns present the result. As can be seen, the overall 
number of correctly segmented sub-questions is 164 and their respective average 
accuracy is about 61.7%. Additionally, the performances do not vary much over 
different numbers of sub-question, whereas the accuracy maintains at the level of 
about 60-70%. 
Table 4.5: Segmentation accuracy on different numbers of sub-questions 
# of sub-
questions 
# of question 
threads




2 57 114 79 69.3
3 27 81 43 53.1
4 10 40 24 60
5 5 25 14 56
6 1 6 4 66.7
Total 100 266 164 61.7
 
4.4.3 Direct Assessment via User Study  
Recognizing that the question segmentation model might not precisely segment all 
sentences into their corresponding question segment, and different users may have 
different views on the question-context alignment, in this Section I further evaluate 
the effectiveness of the multi-sentence question segmentation model (denoted as 
MQSeg) via a direct user study. I set up two baseline systems using the traditional text 
segmentation techniques for meaningful comparison. The first baseline system 
(denoted as C99) employs the C99 algorithm [19], which uses a similarity matrix to 
generate a local classification of sentences so as to isolate topical segments. The 
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second baseline system (denoted as TransitZone) is built on top of the method 
proposed in [76]. It measures the thematic distance between sentences to determine a 
series of transition zones, and uses them to locate the boundary sentences. To conduct 
the user study, I generate a small dataset by randomly sampling 200 question threads 
from the collected data. I run three segmentation systems for each question thread, 
and present the segmentation results to two evaluators without telling them from 
which system the result was generated. The evaluators are then asked to rate the 
segmentation results using a score from 0 to 5 with respect to their satisfaction. Score 
5 indicates “perfect segmentation” and score 0 means “totally disordered”. Figure 4.7 
shows the score distributions from the evaluators for three different segmentation 
systems. I can see from Figure 4.7 that users give relatively moderate scores (avg. 2 to 
3) to the results returned by two baseline systems, whereas they seem to be more 
satisfied with the results given by MQSeg. The score distribution in MQSeg largely 
shifts towards high end as compared to the two baseline systems. The average rating 
scores for three different systems are 2.63, 2.74, and 3.6 respectively. I consider two 
evaluators to be agreeable to the segmentation result if their score difference does not 
exceed 1, and the average level of peer agreement obtained between the two 
evaluators is 93.5%. 
 
Avg StDev Peer Agrmt Avg StDev Peer Agrmt Avg StDev Peer Agrmt
2.63 1.34 93.5% 2.74 1.35 92.5% 3.6 1.28 94.5%














































It is to my expectation that MQSeg performs better than C99 or TransitZone 
segmentation systems. One straightforward reason is that MQSeg is specifically 
designed to segment multi-sentence questions, whereas the traditional systems are 
designed for generic purpose and do not distinguish question sentences from contexts. 
While the conventional systems fail to capture the relationship between questions and 
their contexts, my system aligns the questions and contexts in a fuzzy way that one 
context sentence could belong to different question segments. As online content is 
usually freely posted and does not strictly adhere to the formal format, I believe that 
my fuzzy grouping mechanism is more suitable to correlate sub-questions with their 
contexts, especially when there is no obvious sign of association. 
4.4.4 Evaluation on Question Retrieval with Segmentation Model 
In cQA, either archived questions or user queries could be in the form of a mixture 
of question and description sentences. To further evaluate the segmentation model and 
to show that it can improve question retrieval, I set up question retrieval systems 
coupled with segmentation modules for either question repository or user query. 
Methods: I select BoW, a simple bag-of-word retrieval system that matches 
stemmed words between the query and questions, and STM, the syntactic tree 
matching retrieval model as two baseline systems for question retrieval. For each 
baseline, I further set up three different combinations:  
1) Baseline+RS: a baseline retrieval system integrated with question repository 
segmentation.  
2) Baseline+QS: a baseline retrieval system equipped with user query segmentation. 
3) Baseline+RS+QS: the retrieval system with segmentations for both repository 
questions and user queries. 
It gives rise to a total of 6 different combinations of methods for comparison.  
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Dataset: I again employed the collected 0.8 million question dataset from Yahoo! 
Answers, whereas 0.75M question threads are used as question repositories, and the 
214 questions are used as the testing set. For data preprocessing, systems coupled 
with RS will segment and index each question thread in the repository accordingly, 
whereas systems without RS simply performs basic sentence indexing tasks without 
distinguish question sentences from context sentences. Note that the randomly 
selected 214 testing questions previously used in the experiments of STM in Chapter 
3 are in the form of single-sentence questions. The reason that I do not take queries of 
multi sub-questions as test cases are similar, since traditional cQA question retrieval 
systems such as STM cannot handle complex queries, making it impossible to 
conduct the comparison test. Nevertheless, it is sufficient to use single-question 
queries here as my purpose is to testify that the context extracted by the segmentation 
model could help question matching. For systems equipped with user query 
segmentation (QS), I mix the context sentences with testing questions and use them as 
a whole for testing queries, whereas for systems without QS, I simply use these 
original testing questions as is without considering the corresponding context 
sentences. The principle of this experiment is to demonstrate that question 
segmentation is capable of separate question sentences from context sentences so as to 
improve the question retrieval performance.  
To follow up the equation (20), for systems coupled with QS only, the scoring 
function is represented as ),(),( RQsimRQscore C , whereas for systems with RS 
only, the scoring function is written as ),(*),(),( 1 cq
C
qq
Q RQsimRQsimRQscore  . 
For each retrieval system, the top 10 retrieval results are kept. For each query, I 
again combine the retrieval results from different systems, and ask two annotators to 
label each result to be either “relevant” or “irrelevant” without telling them from 
which system the result is generated. The kappa statistic for identifying relevance 
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between two evaluators is reported to be 0.73. A third person will be involved if 
conflicts happen. 
Metrics & Results: I evaluate the performance of retrieval systems using three 
metrics: Mean Average Precision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), and 
Precision at Top One (P@1). The evaluation results are presented in Table 4.6.  
Table 4.6: Performance of different systems measured by MAP, MRR, and P@1 
(%chg shows the improvement as compared to BoW or STM baselines. All 
measures achieve statistically significant improvement with t-test, p-value<0.05) 
Systems MAP %chg MRR %chg P@1 %chg 
BoW 0.5807 – 0.7138 – 0.5981 –
BoW+RS 0.6389 10.02 0.7565 5.98 0.6542 9.38
BoW+QS 0.6245 7.54 0.7429 4.07 0.6355 6.25
BoW+RS+QS 0.6558 12.93 0.7690 7.73 0.6682 11.72
STM 0.6653 – 0.7429 – 0.6308 –
STM+RS 0.7310 9.88 0.7774 4.64 0.6776 7.41
STM+QS 0.7238 8.79 0.7893 6.24 0.6916 9.63
STM+RS+QS 0.7415 11.45 0.7984 7.46 0.7009 11.11
We can see from Table 4.6 that STM consistently outperforms BoW. Applying 
question repository segmentation (RS) over both BoW and STM baselines boosts 
system performance by a lot. All RS coupled systems achieve statistically significant 
improvement in terms of MAP, MRR and P@1. I believe that the improvement stems 
from the ability of the segmentation module to eliminate irrelevant content that is 
favored by traditional BoW or STM approaches. Take the query question “What can I 
eat to put on weight?” as an example, traditional approaches may match it to an 
irrelevant question “I’m wearing braces now. what am I allowed to eat?” due to their 
high similarity on the questioning part. The mismatch however, can be alleviated if 
repository segmentation gets involved, where the context sentence can give clear clue 
that the above archived sentence is not relevant to the user query. 
Performing user query segmentation (QS) on top of baseline systems also brings in 
large improvements in all metrics. This result is in line with my expectation. The 
introduction of QS is based on the intuition that context can complement questions 
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with additional information, which helps the retrieval system to better understand the 
user’s information need. For example, given an example question from the testing set 
“How much does a root canal normally cost?”, it makes no sense for retrieval systems 
to find the similar questions if the context is absent, because the treatment cost for 
root canal can have great variances in different countries or regions. Only if the 
corresponding context sentence such as “I live in Australia” is provided will the 
system be able to pop out the exact question match to the user query.  
Interestingly, STM+QS gives more improvement over STM as compared to 
BoW+QS over BoW. My reading is that, BoW is less sensitive to the query context as 
compared to STM. To be more specific, the query context provides information at the 
lexical level, and BoW handles bad-of-word queries at the lexical level, whereas STM 
matches questions at the syntactic level. As such, it is reasonable that matching at 
both lexical and syntactic levels (STM+QS) gives more performance boosting as 
compared to only at lexical level (BoW+QS). Similar interpretation can be applied to 
explain the finding that BoW+RS system gives more significant improvement over 
BoW as compared to BoW+QS. Furthermore, I conjecture that, without RS, BoW is 
likely to match the query with some context sentences, whereas having question 
repository properly segmented overcomes this issue to a large extent.  
Lastly, the combination of both RS and QS brings in significant improvement over 
the other methods in all metrics. The MAP on systems integrated with RS and QS 
improves by 12.93% and 11.45% respectively over BoW and STM baselines. RS+QS 
embedded systems also yield better top one precision by correctly retrieving questions 
at the first position on 143 and 150 questions respectively, out of a total of 214 
questions. These significant improvements are consistent to my observations that RS 
and QS complement each other in not only better analyzing the user’s information 




Error Analysis: Although I have shown that RS together with QS improves 
question retrieval, there is still plenty of room for improvement. I perform micro-level 
error analysis and found that the segmentation sometimes fails to boost retrieval 
performance mainly for the following three reasons: 
1) Question detection error: The performance of question segmentation highly 
depends on the reliability of the question detector. Although I have shown that the 
performance of my question detection model is very competitive, the noisy online 
environment still leads many questions to be miss-detected. Examples are the 
question in abbreviated form such as “signs of a concussion?” and the question in 
declarative form such as “I'm going through some serious insomniac issues?” etc.  
2) Closeness gaps: The true closeness score between sentences is relatively hard to 
measure. For simplicity and efficiency, the relatedness measure in this work is 
more at the lexical level, and the only semantic factor I have taken is coreference 
resolution. These measures may become insufficient when the sentences grow in 
complexity, especially when there is a lack of lexical evidence (e.g. cue words or 
phrases etc.) indicative of the connection between two sentences. This is a 
difficult challenge, and a good strategy may be to apply more advanced NLP 
techniques or semantic measures.  
3) Propagation errors: The propagated closeness score can be unreliable even when 
the propagation chain is short. Given three questions “is it expensive to see a 
dentist instead?” (Q1), “if it is not, how long it takes to get my teeth whitened?” 
(Q2), and “How many ways to get my teeth whitened?” (Q3), Q1 is considered to be 
the predecessor of Q2, and Q3 is closed to Q2, but the linkage between Q1 and Q3 
is so weak that assigning the context of Q1 to Q3 becomes inappropriate. I 
conjecture that selecting the damping factor λ in a more dynamic way (e.g. 
associating λ with the actual question) can help to adjust the propagation trend. I 




In this chapter, I have presented a new segmentation approach for segmenting 
multi-sentence questions. It separates question sentences from non-question sentences 
and aligns them according to their closeness scores as derived from the graph based 
model. The user study showed that the system produces more satisfactory results as 
compared to the traditional text segmentation systems. Experiments conducted on the 
cQA question retrieval systems further demonstrated that segmentation significantly 
boosts the performance of question matching. 
The qualitative error analysis revealed that the segmentation model can be improved 
by incorporating a more robust question detector, together with more advanced 
semantic measures. One promising direction for future work would be to also analyze 
the answers to help question segmentation. This is because answers are usually 
inspired by questions, where certain answer patterns can be helpful to predict the 
linkage between question and context sentences. The segmentation system in this 
work takes all noisy contexts as they are, without further analysis. The model can be 
further improved by extracting the most significant content and align them with 
question sentences. Finally, it is important to evaluate the efficiency of my proposed 
approach as well as to conduct additional empirical studies of the performance of 




Chapter 5  Answer Segmentation 
5.1 Overview 
In Chapter 4, I have shown that a question thread in cQA can comprise multiple 
sub-questions with various surrounding context sentences, and there is a necessity to 
separate these sub-questions and group each with their context sentences for better 
question analysis. I have demonstrated that having complex multi-sentence questions 
properly segmented can better organize the cQA questions and boost the question 
retrieval performance.  
Similar to the question segmentation problem, the answer threads provided in cQA 
in response to the posted question can contain multiple sub-answers as well. The 
reason is straightforward: each sub-answer is expected to provide desired information 
to each sub-question asked in cQA archive. As such, it is also necessary to segment 
the complex answer into different answer segments, and if possible, to align each 
answer segment to its related question segment. 
The necessity and advantages of performing answer segmentation can be further 
viewed from the following two aspects. First, a mixture of multiple sub-answers will 
make it hard to access the relevant answer segments for each question (sub-question). 
It further hinders question retrieval by indexing sub-questions and the corresponding 
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answers as a whole. Answer segmentation, on the other hand, extracts different sub-
answers, which in turn provides an effective way to index separate question-answer 
pairs in a multi-sentence cQA thread. With the help of answer segmentation, the cQA 
system is capable of serving direct answers to the posted question threads. Second, by 
indexing the question-answer pairs as a whole, the answer part can be utilized to 
reinforce the cQA question retrieval. This is analogue to the Answer Matching 
component in the previous Syntactic Tree Matching model. Based on the intuition that 
two similar questions share two similar answers, we can measure the similarity score 
between two pieces of answer segments to help determine the closeness between two 
sub-questions. In other words, properly segmenting sub-answers and aligning them to 
their related questions can boost the question retrieval performance. 
Figure 5.1 demonstrates a question thread example extracted from Yahoo! Answers. 
This question thread contains three sub-questions (who, what and why) all in different 
aspects, and a “best answer” is provided in response to that question thread. A careful 
reading may reveal the fact that the “best answer” contains all the answers to the three 
sub-questions, but they are mixed together. I present the decomposed three sub-QA 
pairs in Table 5.1 and argue that it is desirable to present the sub-answers in such 
separated format to facilitate the question-answer indexing and retrieval. 
The answer segmentation problem is closely related to the question segmentation 
problem. Instead of segmenting the question thread and correlating sub-questions with 
their context sentences, the answer segmentation focuses on segmenting complex 
answers and aligning each sub-answer to its sub-question. Additionally, sub-answers 
can come in any order without following the sequence of sub-questions, and certain 
sub-questions can be unanswered as well. All these properties seem to be similar to 




Figure 5.1: An example demonstrating multiple sub-questions and sub-answers 
Table 5.1: Decomposed sub-questions and their corresponding sub-answer pieces 
No. Sub-Question Corresponding Sub-Answer 
1 Who had the first flag 
to represent the 
Country and why? 
Denmark's flag is reputed to be the oldest state flag in the 
world. It was supposed to have been adopted after the flag 
miraculously appeared and saved them from defeat in a 
battle against a pagan army. This story is just a legend 
though and it does sound remarkably like the story of 
Constantine's conversion to Christianity. 
2 what is the meaning of 
the Flag? 
I presume their flag, a white cross on red field, was basically 
a representation of the Christian cross. 
3 why does the flag 
represent the nations? 
I don't know why exactly flags caught on but I suppose they 
were useful in battle for identifying the different sides and 
for instilling national loyalty in the King's subjects. 
It thus seems to be natural to simply transplant the multi-question segmentation 
strategy into the answer segmentation problem. However, I observe the following 
properties which indeed impose additional challenges to answer segmentation: 
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1. In the real world, it is not uncommon that not all the sub-questions are answered at 
one time because online users may freely pick any sub-questions that he/she feels 
comfortable with to answer. As such, the number of answer segments can be less 
than the actual number of posted question segments. It is therefore necessary to 
look into the actual content of answers to determine the potential number of 
answer segments. Additionally, it is also critical to pinpoint the sub-questions 
which possess no corresponding answers. 
2. Although people tend to post answers in a natural manner by answering questions 
one by one, there are cases that the posted sub-answers do not strictly follow the 
order of their corresponding sub-questions. Therefore, using simple heuristics 
such as match questions and answers from the beginning to the end one by one is 
not adequate. I focus on deriving a generic algorithm to perform such 
segmentation task, which has no restrictions on the posting order of sub-answers.  
3. Even one single answer sentence can contain more than one sub-answer to 
multiple sub-questions, and it is not appropriate to assume that all the answer 
segments can be clearly separated. On top of that, certain uninformative parts of 
the answer thread do not mean to answer any questions, and it is necessary to 
remove them from the answer segments. I aim to derive an answer segmentation 
model which has this simplification process implicitly embedded. 
4. Although the cohesion measure can be applied to the sentences in the answer part, 
the question-answer relatedness measure is indeed different from that between 
question and context sentences. While cohesiveness is the major concern between 
questions and contexts, the semantic relatedness between questions and answers 
plays an important role in correlating sub-questions with sub-answers. As such, I 
target to integrate more comprehensive measures to represent such relations in a 




Figure 5.2: An example of answer segmentation and alignment of sub-QA pairs 
Figure 5.2 illustrates another example of a question-answer pair extracted from 
Yahoo! Answers. There are five sub-questions (Q1-Q5) posted in this question thread, 
beginning with one context sentence (C) implying that the question topic is regarding 
iPod touch 4. In response to this question thread, a total of six answer sentences are 
posted. It is found that the answer sentences A1-A3 actually belong to the same 
segment in answering the sub-question Q1, the answer sentence A4 answers both 
question Q4 and Q5, while the answer sentence A5 responses to the question Q2. The 
sub-question Q3, however, is left unanswered, while the answer sentence A6 does not 
answer any questions. This example supports the previous observations that the 
number of answers does not necessarily equal to the number of questions, where some 
question can be left unanswered. The order of answers might not strictly follow the 
question posting order, and not all answer parts are inspired by questions.  
Im about to get a new Ipod touch 4th 
gen. 
And i was wondering what exactly is 
jailbreak  
and what are the risks? 
Will i be able to download ANY app 
for free? 
Does it make my Ipod slower? 
If so is it very noticeable? 
Jailbreaking is simply the ability to 
add apps that havn't been authorised 
by apple. 
It Allows you to customize your ipod 
with no limits. 
Jailbreaking is free and legal aslong 
as it is not used for piracy. 
It shouldn't slow your device down 
depending on what apps you install, I 
have well over 50 apps and havn't 
noticed any decrease in speed. 
The only downfall is apple wont 
service your device if it is jailbroken 
however it can easily be reversed 
with a simple restore in itunes. 
If you do decide to jailbreake be sure 

















From this example, we may also observe that multiple sub-questions can be 
answered by the same answer segment. This kind of many-to-one relationship is 
analogue to the question-to-context relation in the question segmentation problem, 
where one sub-question can have multiple context sentences, and a context sentence 
does not necessarily belong to only one sub-question. Inspired by this property, a 
graph-based model is employed to perform the answer segmentation task because it 
well captures such fuzzy property with the help of edges. 
Apart from the similarities, answer segmentation has one major difference from 
question segmentation and traditional text segmentation. While the latter two perform 
the segmentation task in an unguided manner, answer segmentation can indeed be 
carried out in the guidance of the segmented questions. The reason is that sub-answers 
are inspired by their corresponding sub-questions, which serve as supplementary 
information to help determine the boundaries among answers of different topics. This 
characteristic is meaningful in the sense that answer segmentation can be modeled in 
a question-assisted manner to facilitate the measurement between answer sentences. 
I introduce in this Chapter an answer segmentation module by employing an 
enhanced graph based model. The pipeline of performing answer segmentation is 
analogue to question segmentation, which is outlined as follows: I first model all the 
question and answer sentences into a graph, and measure the relatedness scores 
between each pair of answer sentences and each pair of question–answer sentences. I 
use the modeled graph to propagate such scores, and utilize the final propagated 
scores to group topically related answer sentences and align each segment to the 
corresponding question segment. 
 The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 presents the detailed 
algorithm and architecture for multi-sentence answer segmentation. Section 5.3 
presents the experimental results and Section 5.4 concludes this chapter. 
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5.2 Multi-Sentence Answer Segmentation 
Unlike the question segmentation task, answer segmentation aims to group together 
similar or related answer sentences and align each segment to their corresponding 
sub-question. I previously illustrated that the answer segments might not strictly 
follow the order of question segments, and it is common that certain sub-questions are 
left unanswered. As traditional segmentation techniques such as using distance based 
metrics focus on text-to-text relationships but cannot well measure the question-to-
answer relationship, they become inadequate in this task.  
Following the question segmentation framework, I introduce in the remainder of 
this section an improved graph-based propagation method to segment multi-sentence 
answers as well as perform question–answer alignment. The intuition of again 
utilizing the graph propagation approach is that if an answer sentence A1 corresponds 
to a question segment QS1, and another answer sentence A2 is cohesive to A1, then it 
is possible for A2 to correspond to QS1 as well, meaning that A2 may also be a part 
of the answer to QS1 as well. Likewise, if two answer sentences A1 and A2 both have 
high similarity to a question segment QS1, then the relatedness between A1 and A2 
can be high as well. In other words, the question segment QS1 reinforces the relation 
between A1 and A2. Note that the above intuition is based on the assumption that the 
multi-sentence question threads have been properly segmented. I next introduce the 
graph model for the question and answer pairs, followed by the sentence relatedness 
measurement and the graph propagation mechanism. 
5.2.1 Building Graphs for Question-Answer Pairs 
Given a pair of a question and an answer comprising multiple sentences, I first 
employ the question segmentation technique as I introduced in Chapter 4 to segment 
the question thread into different question segments. I denote the set of question 
segments to be {QS1, QS2, … , QSn-1, QSn} where QSi represents each question segment 
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and n equals to the total number of derived question segments. I represent each 
question segment QSi as a vertex, and hence form a vertex set Vq for those question 
segments. These question segmentation vertices are treated as initial guidance 
information for answer segmentation. As for the answer part, I consider each sentence 
to be the basic unit for segmentation, and thus present each answer sentence as a 
vertex, forming an answer sentence vertex set Va. 
I model the question thread into a weighted graph (V, E) with a set of weight 
functions Ew: , where V is the set of vertices Vq∪Va, E is the union of two edge 
sets Eqa∪Ea, and w(E) is the weight associated with the edge E. The weight of the 
edge between two vertex u and v demonstrates the relatedness between two sentence 
or segment entities. I define the two edge sets Eqa and Ea respectively as follows: 
- Eqa: a set of undirected edges u–v, where u ∈ Vq and v ∈ Va; 
- Ea : a set of directed edges u→v, where u, v ∈ Va; 
The intuition of introducing both undirected and directed edges is analogue to the 
one for graph model in question segmentation. The undirected edge indicates the 
symmetric closeness relationship between a question segment and an answer sentence, 
while the directed edge captures the asymmetric relation between two answer 
sentences. The asymmetry relationship not only captures the asymmetric cohesiveness 
between two answer sentences but also helps to regulate the direction of the score 
propagation in the later phase. For instance, there are two consecutive answer 
sentences A1 and A2, where A2 is inspired by A1 and they ought to belong to the 
same segment (a strong edge from A1 to A2). If there is one question segment QS 
such that the relatedness between QS and A1 is high, then the relatedness between QS 
and A2 should be high as well. This relation can be modeled with a strong directed 
edge from A1 to A2. On the other hand, if the cohesiveness from A1 to A2 is not very 
high, then the edge weight w(A1→A2) will be weak. In this case, even if the question 
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segment QS corresponds to the answer sentence A1, such correspondence will not be 
propagated to A2 due to the weak connectivity from A1 to A2. 
For the initial relatedness measure between two vertices, I give two different weight 
functions for two sets of edges. For the directed edges (u→v) in Ea that denote the 
answer-to-answer relation, I consider the following factors in computing the initial 
weight: 
1) KL-divergence: given two vertices u and v, I again construct the unigram 
language models Mu and Mv (with Bayesian smoothing15) for the sentences they 
represent, and use KL-divergence to quantify the difference between the 
probability distributions of Mu and Mv. I use DKL(Mu||Mv) to model the 







)|(log)|()||(            (21) 
Generally, the smaller the divergence value, the stronger the connectivity, and the 
value of DKL(Mu||Mv) is usually unequal to DKL(Mv||Mu), thereby representing the 
asymmetry.  
2) Coherence: similar to question sentences, subsequence answer sentences are 
generally motivated by earlier sentences. Given two vertices u, v, I say that v is 
motivated by u (or u motivates v) if v comes after u in the original post, and there 
are cue words or phrases such as conjunction or linking words connecting in-








)|(             (22) 
3) Coreference: coreference commonly occurs when multiple expressions in a 
sentence or multiple sentences have the same referent. Similar to the observation 
                                                     
15 The same smoothing technique as in question segmentation is used to estimate the unigram 
language models  
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from question segmentation, the answer sentences having the same referent can 
also be closely connected. The more the referents two sentences share, the 
stronger the connection. I again perform the coreference resolution on the answer 
part and measure the coreference score from one answer sentence to the other 










             (23) 
With the three asymmetric metrics between two vertices u, v ∈ Eq or Ec, the weight 
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where 1,,0 321    and 1321   .            (24) 
As illustrated, the above measures hold the following relations: DKL(Mv||Mu) ≥ 0, 0 
≤ Coh(v|u) ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ Ref(v|u) ≤ 1. Since the interval range of w1(u→v) is between 0 
to 1, normalization hence is not needed. I employ the same parameter combination as 
in question segmentation {α1 = 0.4, α2 = 0.25, α3 = 0.35} to calculate the final weight 
of w1. 
I next discuss about the weight measures for the undirected edge (u–v) in Eqa. Edges 
in Eqa demonstrate the relation between a question segment and an answer sentence, 
and their weights quantify the alignment probability between the two entities. The 
following factors are considered in computing the edge weight for Er : 
1) Word Translation Probability: it is observed that cosine similarity or other 
language models cannot well handle the word mismatch problem. In order to 
further capture the similarity relations between sentences at the semantic level, 
here I employ the Translation-based Language Model [104] to measure the 
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In the above formulas, C is the background collection (in this work, the question 
answer pairs from Yahoo! Answers), λ is the background smoothing parameter (I 
empirically set it to 2,000), #(w,v) denotes the frequency of word w in sentence v, 
and |v| is length of the sentence (number of words). P(w|t) is the translation 
probability from word t to word w. The parameter β controls the impact of the 
translation component. A small value for β makes the model back off to the query 
likelihood model such that the importance of matching terms is emphasized. In 
this work, β is empirically set to 0.2.  
The word-to-word translation probability P(w2|w1) was trained using IBM 
translation model [14] based on the question answering pairs (a.k.a parallel corpus) 
from Yahoo! Answers. Suppose the parallel corpus consisting of question-answer 
pairs {(q1,a1), (q2,a2),…, (qN,aN)}, the translation probability from the word w1 to 
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is a normalization factor making the sum of translation 
probability for the word w1 equal to 1. (q1,…,qx) are words that appear in questions, 
and (a1,…,ay) are words that appear in answers. #(w,q) and #(w,a) are the number 
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of times the words w appears in the question q and the answer a respectively. 
Given an arbitrary initial value of P(w2|w1) between 0 and 1, the equations 25a, 
25b, 25c are used to calculate and update P(w2|w1) continuously until the 
probability converges.  
Note that a question segment is not in the form of single-sentence question but 
usually contains a mixture of context sentences. For the ease of computation, I 
group together all the sentences in the question segment and treat them as one 
single sentence. The final similarity between u and v Sim(u,v) is normalized from 
P(u|v) using mix-max normalization. 
2) Question Typing: I believe that the types of questions can be indicative to their 
corresponding answers. I thereby perform question classification to determine the 
type of the sub-question in each question segment and make use of them to 
measure the relatedness between a sub-question and an answer sentence. After an 
extensive investigation on cQA questions, I focus on 9 types of questions in this 
work, namely Yes-No, Name, Evaluation, How-to, Reason, Location, Time, 
Consultation, and Other. The categorization of 9 question types is adapted from 
Takechi’s work on question type identification [95]. The former 8 question types 
are capable of capturing most online question types, while anything not fallen 
under these categories will be classified as “Other”. Their respective definitions 
and examples are further illustrated in Table 5.2. Based on these 9 classes, I 
employ the SVM algorithm as a learning tool to model the question classifier, 
where the selected features include word unigram, word bigram, heading words, 
tailing words, question focus and named entity of question focus. The question 
focus is the word or phrase that determines the question topic, and in general, it is 
recognized by first detecting the head of the focus, and then identifying the noun 









Yes-No A question demanding an 
answer of yes or no 
Is there a SAVE-button in the browser? 
Name Asking a name except of a place Who was the US’s first president? 
Evaluation Asking an opinion How is the digital camera of XXX ? 
How-to Asking a method What should I do when I want to install 
Internet Explorer? 
Reason Asking a reason Why is an OS necessary? 
Location Asking a place Where is Canada’s capital? 
Time Asking a time or period When was the Nobel-price established? 
Consultation Question that matches several 
of the above types in a same 
time 
Can you take a longer holiday 
this summer? Don’t you know 
anything fun? 
Other Question not under any of the above types 
The dataset used to train the question typing classifier is generated from the 
question archive of Yahoo! Answers. A pool of single-sentence questions are 
drawn from the archive, and two annotators are asked to tag the class of each 
question (a third person will involve to break ties). To have a balanced class 
distribution among 9 categories, a total of 642 annotated questions are finally 
selected, where each category contains about 70 questions. LIBSVM is employed 
to conduct the SVM training, and RBF is used as the kernel function as it turns out 
to be superior to other types of kernels. With a 10-fold cross-validation, the 
accuracy of the question typing classifier is 85.93%, which is considered to be 
sufficient for this task. 
To make use of the classified question types to help correlate question and answer 
sentences, I define a set of heuristic rules and use them to categorize the candidate 
answer sentences except for the “Other” question type. Given an answer sentence, 
if a heuristic rule regarding a certain question type holds, then one credit will be 
awarded to the relatedness between that answer and question. The reason of 
employing heuristic rules to categorize answer sentences instead of using other 
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machine learning methods is two-fold. First, it is inappropriate to assign the 
answer sentence to only one class type, as there could be ambiguous answers 
potentially relating to more than one question types. Second, most of the heuristics 
for different question types are mutually exclusive; therefore it is more efficient to 
simply use rules instead of applying multiclass classification method to perform 
the learning. Some example rules are shown in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3: Example of rules for determining the relatedness between answers 
and question types 
Question Types Rule example 
Yes-No If the answer begins with “Yes” or “No” 
Name If the answer contains a named entity type “NAME” 
Evaluation If the answer contains some opinion words  
How-to If the answer contains some words or phrases concerning procedures 
Reason If the answer contains the phrases such as “it is because” “the reason 
is that” etc. 
Location If the answer contains a named entity type “LOC” 
Time If the answer contains some time-related numbers, words or phrases 
Consultation If the answer contains the phrases such as “you can” “you should” etc. 
The relatedness between a question segment u and an answer sentence v regarding 
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The final weight of the undirected edge (u–v) is computed by a linear interpolation 
of the abovementioned factors: 
),(),()( 212 vuQtvuSimvuw   , where 1,0 21    and 121          (27) 
Empirical studies using a grid search with a step size of 0.1 demonstrate that the 
combination of {β1 = 0.7, β2 = 0.3} produces the optimal results. These studies are 
conducted on a separate development dataset. With the initial weight of both types of 




5.2.2 Score Propagation  
Note that there are two types of edges in the graph built. The directed edges connect 
answer sentences with answer sentences, and the undirected edges connect answer 
sentences to question segments. Different from the graph built for the question 
segmentation, there are no edges among question segments in the graph. As such, all 
propagations are carried out either among answer sentences or between question 
segments and answer sentences. The relations between question sentences have been 
explored during the question segmentation process and hence are not re-examined 
here again. 
Algorithm 3 QA_Map_Propagation (G(V,E)) 
Input: The map model with initial scores assigned to edges between questions and answers 



























for every pair of context (a1, a2) ∈ Va  do   // initialization 
w(a1→a2) = w1(a1→a2); 
w(a2→a1) = w1(a2→a1); 
end for 
for every question segment q ∈	Vq  and every answer a ∈	Vq do   // initialization 
w(q, a) = w2(q, a); 
end for 
 
while score is not converged do 
for every pair of answers (a1, a2) ∈	Va  do  
    w’= MAXqi∈ Vq { (w2(qi, a1) + w2(qi, a2))/2 } 
    if (w’ > η and  w(a1→a2) < w’) 
        w(a1→a2) = (λw’ + w(a1→a2)) > w’ ? w’: λw’ + w(a1→a2) 
    endif 
    if (w’ > η and  w(a2→a1) < w’) 
        w(a2→a1) = (λw’ + w(a2→a1)) > w’ ? w’: λw’ + w(a2→a1) 
    endif 
end for 
 
for every question segment q ∈	Vq and answer a ∈	Va  do   
    w’ = MAXai∈ Va { σw(q,ai)w(ai→a) } 
    if (w(q,a) < w’) 
        w(q,a) = w’ 
end for 
λ = δ*λ 
end while 
Algorithm 3 depicts the outline of score propagation. The basic idea of this 
propagation algorithm follows the propagation scheme of question segmentation: 
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given two answer sentences a1 and a2, if there is an intermediate question segment qi 
such that the similarity between qi to a1 and qi to a2 are very close and both relatively 
high, then the relatedness between a1 and a2 can be high as well, and their edge score 
can be updated accordingly. In other words, qi becomes the evidence that a1 and a2 are 
related. On the other hand, if an answer sentence ai corresponds to a question segment 
qi such that their edge weight is high, and another answer sentence a is cohesive to ai, 
then the edge weight between qi and a can be updated to σw(q,ai)w(ai→a) in case 
their old score is lower than that. It is noted that during the graph propagation process, 
the question segments play the guidance role in correlating different answer sentences, 
and this propagation scheme corresponds to the question-oriented segmentation as I 
referred previously. 
In the above algorithm, η is the threshold controlling the significance of two pairs of 
question and answer sentences. Only if the similarity between qi to a1 and qi to a2 are 
both relatively high (measured by their mean value) can we carry out the score 
updating. The parameters λ and σ are two damping factors in control of the transitivity 
among nodes. The idea of introducing these damping factors is borrowed from the 
question segmentation model: in certain circumstances, the propagated closeness 
score might not indicate the true relatedness between two nodes, especially when the 
score is propagated through an extremely long chain. The introduction of the damping 
factor can leverage this propagation issue by penalizing the closeness score when the 
chain becomes longer. I empirically set the initial value of λ and σ to 0.75 and 0.8 
respectively in this work. Note that the damping factor λ is actually controlled by the 
parameter δ at the end of each propagation round.  
The propagation of the closeness score will eventually converge. This is controlled 
by the propagation principle as demonstrated in Algorithm 3. The updated closeness 
score between two answer vertices at each round is always upper bounded by the 
maximum weight of their sourcing edges, namely max{w2(qi,a1) + w2(qi,a2)}. 
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Likewise, the updated relatedness between a question segment node and an answer 
node is a multiplication of two edge weights whose values are defined to fall between 
0 and 1. As such, the edge scores are always up-bounded by the maximum weight of 
the edges in E, which in turn guarantees the convergence. 
After the propagation reaches the stationary condition, I need to extract two sets of 
edges from the graph, where one edge set represents the segmentation of the answer 
sentences, and the other set represents the alignment of the answer segments to the 
question segments. The selection of edges for answer segmentation is identical to the 
one in question segmentation. I again take a dynamical approach by first sorting edges 
in Ea by the final closeness score and extracting them one by one in descending order 
<e1, e2, … , en>. The extraction process terminates at em when one of the following 







ewew     , where ewi is the i-th edge weight in the order 
and ω is the control parameter. 
2. ewm+1 < ρ , where ρ is a pre-defined threshold controlling the overall connection 
quality. 
3. m = n, meaning all edges have been extracted out from Er. 
The final extracted edge set {e1,…,em} represents the final alignment among answer 
sentences, thereby denoting the segmented structure. For example, a final edge set 
{(a1,a2), (a1,a3), (a4,a5), (a5,a6), (a4,a6), (a7,a8)} produces three answer segments: 
(a1,a2,a3), (a4,a5,a6) and (a7,a8). Apart from vertices that have at least one connecting 
edge been selected, there are also vertices that have no connecting edges been selected 
at all. It is inappropriate to say at this moment that they are not part of the answer 
segments due to such little connectivity because a single-sentence itself can be an 
independent answer. Therefore, I tentatively treat each isolated vertex as a single 
answer segment and include them into the group of answer segments. 
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After determining the answer segments, I next perform the alignment between 
question segments and answer segments. Given a question segment qi, its 










i             (28) 
where AS denotes the set of answer segments, A is an answer segment, a is a sentence 
in the answer segment A, |A| is the number of sentences in the segment, and w(qi,a) is 
the edge score between the vertices qi and a as derived from the graph propagation. 
The alignment algorithm works as follows: for each question segment, I iterate 
through all the answer segments and pick up the one that gives the highest average 
edge weight with the question segment. The selected answer segment is considered to 
be the closest one to the question segment. Note that this alignment mechanism is a 
many-to-one matching, meaning that a question segment has only one possible answer 
segment, whereas an answer segment does not necessarily belong to only one 
question segment. Instead, the answer segment can concurrently answer multiple 
question segments. This fuzzy matching mechanism is in line with one of our 
observations from Figure 5.2, where multiple sub-questions (Q4 and Q5) can be 
answered by the same answer segment (A4). 
In the end of the alignment process, it is possible to have some answer segments not 
been selected by any question segments. These answer parts usually do not have 
strong connection to any posted sub-questions. I thus treat them as non-informative 
answer parts (e.g. the answer sentence A6 in the example of Figure 5.2) and prune 
them away from the final answer segments.  
5.2.3 Question Retrieval with Answer Segmentation 
In the previous approach of cQA question retrieval, a user query is matched against 
a similar sub-question as extracted by the question segmentation model, whereas the 
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whole answer in response to the question thread that this sub-question belongs to is 
used as the final answer to serve the user information need. This approach, however, 
has its shortcoming with respect to the original intension of question answering. 
Question answering is devoted to returning end-users direct answers in response to 
user’s query. However, the whole answer thread in cQA is a mixture of multiple sub-
answers, and it can be filled with other irrelevant information that could be the 
response to other sub-questions. Therefore, the answer paragraph could indeed be 
very imprecise or ambiguous.  
With the help of answer segmentation model, answer threads in the cQA archive are 
properly segmented into different sub-parts, each of which is aligned to its 
corresponding question segment as well. As such, unambiguous answer segments can 
be returned in response to the user query. As a matter of fact, the segmented answers 
serve as supplementary information to its paired question segment and can be utilized 
to reinforce the similar question matching by performing it on top of the Answer 
Matching component. Recall that in STM I introduced an Answer Matching model to 
smooth the question retrieval based on the intuitive idea that “if the answers to two 
questions are similar, the questions are considered to be semantically similar even if 
they are lexically very different”. In the original Answer Matching model, the answer 
information used to smooth the question similarity measure is based on the whole 
answer thread. With the help of answer segmentation however, answer component 
used becomes each individual answer segment such that more accurate matching is 
desired.  
The improved cQA question retrieval with answer segmentation model works in the 
following manner: I first employ question segmentation and answer segmentation 
towards all the archived QA pairs. I consider each paired question and answer 
segment as the basic unit and perform the indexing on top of these units. Given a user 
query question, I use the STM method to generate top N initial matched results. The 
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corresponding answer segments (instead of original whole answer paragraph) in 
response to the top matched sub-questions are then utilized for fetch more similar 
answer segments using simple BoW retrieval16. The paired sub-questions to these 
newly retrieved answer segments are added back to the initial similar question list. A 
re-ranking procedure is carried out against the newly formed N+M matched sub-
questions and the top 10 similar question segments and their corresponding answer 
segments are finally returned to the end-user. 
5.3 Experiments 
In this Section, I present evaluation results to assess the effectiveness of the answer 
segmentation model. In particular, I first demonstrate the overall accuracy of the 
proposed answer segmentation model and conduct a user study to further show that 
incorporation of the answer-segmentation model into the cQA system help present 
more precise answers to the end-users than naively returning the original answer 
threads. I next incorporate the answer segmentation model into my proposed cQA 
system and further demonstrate that it gives additional performance boost to the cQA 
question matching task. 
5.3.1 Answer Segmentation Accuracy 
I first quantitatively analyze the answer segmentation accuracy in this Section to 
evaluate the performance of the answer segmentation model. The dataset comes from 
the one used to evaluate the question segmentation accuracy in Section 4.4.2, whereas 
all the paired multi-sentence answers to the 100 question thread samples are used for 
segmentation. The column 3 of Table 5.4 shows the ground-truth of the correct 
number of answer segments as observed in the samples. As can be seen, out of a total 
                                                     
16  The reason of employing simple BoW retrieval rather than other more sophisticated 
methods has been justified in the Answer Matching part in Section 2.13.4. 
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of 266 sub-questions, there are 239 sub-answers provided. This asserts my previous 
observations that the number of answers provided in cQA is usually less than the 
number of questions posted. A more detailed statistics of various cases of challenges 
(i.e., unequal number of question and answers, unordered sub-answers, uninformative 
answer parts, and many-to-one correspondences between questions and answers) is 
shown in Table 5.5. 
Table 5.4: Answer segmentation accuracy on different numbers of sub-questions 
# of sub-
questions 
# of question 
threads





2 57 114 65 57.0
3 27 74 39 52.7
4 10 28 19 67.9
5 5 19 10 52.6
6 1 4 3 75.0
Total 100 239 136 56.9
Table 5.5: Statistics for various cases of challenges in answer threads  
# of sub-
questions 










2 57 0 7 47 5
3 27 3 5 20 3
4 10 5 1 7 2
5 5 2 2 4 1
6 1 1 0 1 1
Total 100 11 15 79 12
All the answer threads are run against the proposed answer segmentation method, 
and two evaluators (with a third person to break ties) are asked to tag whether each 
sub-answer is considered to be properly segmented and aligned. The last two columns 
of Table 5.4 present the overall correct number of answer segments and their 
respective accuracy. As can be see, the number of correctly segmented sub-answers is 
136, which is lower than the correctly segmented sub-questions. This is to my 
expectation, as it is impossible to properly segment answers if their corresponding 
questions are not well segmented. The overall answer segmentation accuracy is about 
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56.9%, and this performance does not vary much over different numbers of sub-
question or sub-answers. 
5.3.2 Answer Segmentation Evaluation via User Studies  
In this Section, I evaluate the effectiveness of the answer segmentation model via a 
direct user study. To conduct the user study, I randomly sample 200 single-sentence 
questions from the Yahoo! Answers archive and run two versions cQA retrieval 
systems for each question thread. One system (System w/o AS) does not perform any 
answer segmentation but simply returns to the end-users the whole answer paragraph; 
the other (System w/ AS) has the answer segmentation module incorporated, and 
returns the answer in a segmented manner to the end-users. I again present the 
retrieved answer results to two evaluators without telling them from which system the 
result was generated (a third person will involve to break ties). The evaluators are 
then asked to rate the retrieved answers using a score from 0 to 5 with respect to their 
satisfaction towards the answer quality. Higher scores mean better retrieval results, 
and lower scores mean poor answer (out of scope or contains too much irrelevant 
information). Figure 5.3 shows the score distributions from the evaluators for two 
different segmentation systems. As can be seen from Figure 5.3, users give relatively 
low scores (largely scattered around 0-2) to the results returned by the system without 
answer segmentation, whereas they seem to be more satisfied with the results with the 
answer part properly segmented. The average rating scores for two different systems 
are 1.91 and 2.58 respectively. I consider two evaluators to be agreeable to the 
retrieval result if their score difference does not exceed 1. The average levels of peer 





Avg StDev Peer Agrmt  Avg StDev Peer Agrmt  
1.91 1.37 97.0% 2.58 1.65 94.5% 
Figure 5.3: Score distribution of user evaluation for two retrieval systems  
The above evaluation results are in line with my expectation. The reason is also 
obvious, because answer segmentation is capable of not only separating sub-answers 
of different topics but also aligning them to their related question segments. As such, 
more precise answer can be presented to the end-user. On the contrary, the system 
without answer segmentation directly push the original answer thread to the user 
without further processing, and as expected, users are not very satisfied to such 
ambiguous results. 
By taking a closer look into Figure 5.3, I find that the number of query questions 
that are given a score of 0 is about the same (15%-20%) for both retrieval systems. 
From another point of view, it looks as if that the system with answer segmentation 
model does not give any better results to this part of questions. I conduct a micro-level 
analysis on the questions that are given a score of 0, and find that the performance at 
the zero score level mainly results from two factors. First, there are some query 
questions that have no similar questions in the QA archive (about 6%). As such, no 
suitable answer can be returned by either System w/o AS or System w/ AS, resulting in 
no improvement. Second, while certain parts of questions do have quality 
improvement (promoted from 0 to a higher score), other parts of questions have the 





























degeneration is mainly due to the wrong alignment between questions and answers 
during the answer segmentation process. Although the answer provided by System w/o 
AS is not very concise, there are still chances that the long and tedious answer 
paragraph contains the desired sub-answer. However, if the answer segmentation 
model aligns the question and answer wrongly, the inaccurate answer segment will be 
returned, resulting in lower performance rating. In other words, although the system 
without answer segmentation presents the answer as is, it at least contains some pieces 
of accurate information though the user rating score is low. On the contrary, answer 
segmentation improves the precision by presenting more organized answer results, but 
it risks decreasing the recall due to some alignment errors. 
5.3.3 Question Retrieval Performance with Answer Segmentation  
Answer segmentation separates the whole answer paragraph into different segments, 
which provide more precise supplementary information to their paired question 
segment. As a matter of fact, answer segmentation can be further utilized to reinforce 
similar question matching. To demonstrate that answer segmentation can improve the 
question retrieval performance, I set up question retrieval systems coupled with the 
answer segmentation module. 
Methods: Similar to the experimental setup in evaluating the question segmentation 
model, I select BoW and STM as two baseline systems for question retrieval. To be 
consistent to previous experiments, both the BoW and STM baselines have the answer 
matching component incorporated. For each baseline, I further set up three different 
combinations:  
1) Baseline-AM: a baseline retrieval system without the answer matching component 
as a pseudo-relevance feedback.  
2) Baseline+RS: a baseline system integrated with question repository segmentation.  
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3) Baseline+RS+AS: the retrieval system with question repository segmentation and 
answer segmentation (with answer matching performed on the segmented 
answers). 
It gives rise to an additional 6 different combinations of methods for comparison. 
Note that when answer segmentation (AS) is incorporated into the question retrieval 
framework, it is indeed performed on top of the answer matching (AM) model. Recall 
in Chapter 3 that the AM model utilizes the answers to the top ranked questions and 
makes use of them to help retrieve more similar questions which may potentially 
possess large variation in both lexicon and syntax with the user query. In the original 
AM model, the answer information used is in the form of a whole answer paragraph, 
where different sub-answers are mixed together for the retrieval. With the help of the 
answer segmentation model however, the answer paragraphs become individual 
answer segments. As a result, the interim answer part contains less irrelevant 
information as compared to the original model such that the answers can be matched 
more precisely. 
The reason that I include the systems without AM (Baseline-AM) into the 
evaluation is to demonstrate how answer information, in despite of segmented or not, 
can help boost the question retrieval performance. Note that in this experiment I do 
not evaluate the query segmentation (QS) component, because the testing queries used 
in the evaluation are all in the form of single-sentences. As the major purpose of this 
experiment is to testify the effectiveness of answer segmentation model, it is 
sufficient to evaluate the system combinations without the user query segmentation 
module. 
Dataset: I employ the same dataset, which consists of 0.75M repository questions 
and 0.05M testing questions, as I used for question segmentation experiments. As for 
the data preprocessing, baseline systems simply perform basic sentence indexing and 
retrieval tasks. Systems coupled with RS perform segmentation and indexing on each 
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question thread in the repository while leaving the answer part untouched. Systems 
coupled with both RS and AS segment not only question repository but also the 
answer part. The basic index unit is a paired question segment and answer segment. 
Different from previous question retrieval model, systems with AS integrated make 
use of the paired answer segment as supplementary information to reinforce the 
question matching. 
The test set consists of 214 sample questions in the form of one single-sentence 
questions, which is taken from the question segmentation experiments. For each 
retrieval system, the top 10 retrieval results are kept. For each query, I combine the 
retrieval results from different systems, and ask two annotators to label each result to 
be either “relevant” or “irrelevant” without telling them from which system the result 
is generated. A third person will be involved if conflicts happen. 
Metrics & Results: The question retrieval performance is measured using three 
metrics: Mean Average Precision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), and 
Precision at Top One (P@1). The evaluation results are presented in Table 5.6. The 
results for baseline and RS coupled systems are the same as the ones presented in 
Table 4.6; therefore similar conclusions can be drew, and I will not elaborate it in 
detail. Instead, I focus on analyzing the effectiveness of the answer segmentation 
component. 
Table 5.6: Performance of different systems measured by MAP, MRR, and P@1 
(%chg shows the improvement as compared to BoW or STM baselines. All 
measures achieve statistically significant improvement with t-test, p-value<0.05) 
Systems MAP %chg MRR %chg P@1 %chg
BoW-AM 0.5479 -5.65 0.6874 -3.43 0.5748 -3.91
BoW 0.5807 – 0.7138 – 0.5981 –
BoW+RS 0.6389 10.02 0.7565 5.98 0.6542 9.38
BoW+RS+AS 0.6509 12.09 0.8076 13.46 0.6776 13.28
STM-AM 0.6398 -3.83 0.7318 -1.89 0.6215 -1.47
STM 0.6653 – 0.7429 – 0.6308 –
STM+RS 0.7310 9.88 0.7774 4.64 0.6776 7.41
STM+RS+AS 0.7402 11.26 0.8065 8.12 0.6963 10.37
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We observe from Table 5.6 that both BoW-based and STM-based systems without 
the answer matching component downgrade in the question retrieval performance. 
This performance variation is consistent with the observation as drew in Chapter 3. 
Answer matching plays a role of pseudo-relevance feedback such that it brings in 
more semantically similar questions that can be lexically very different. It is noted 
that the performance degeneration for the BoW-based system is much large as 
compared to the STM baseline in terms of MAP, MRR and P@1. I conjecture that 
such difference can be attributed to the advance of the STM module, where STM is 
capable to retrieve more similar questions that are likely to be missed by the BoW 
retrieval.  
It is further observed from Table 5.6 that both BoW-based and STM-based systems 
consistently improve in the question retrieval performance with the help of answer 
segmentation (AS). In addition, they all achieve statistically significant improvement 
in terms of MAP, MRR and P@1. This improvement is also consistent with 
expectation, as the enhanced answer matching component tailored with answer 
segmentation is capable of using more concise answer information to find more 
accurate similar answer segments, which in turn provides more precise similar paired 
question segments for the original user query. Take the answer thread in Table 5.1 as 
an example, if the user query is close to the sub-question 1, then its corresponding 
sub-answer (No. 1) can be utilized in the answer matching component to fetch more 
similar questions and answers. However, if the answer segmentation module is absent 
and the whole answer thread (consisting of the sub-answers 1, 2 and 3) is not well 
segmented, then all these sub-answers as a whole will be mixed and used to fetch 
more similar answers. Obviously, the answer matching could risk at bringing in other 
irrelevant information that is related to the sub-answer 2 or 3. 
Interestingly, BoW+QS+AS gives more performance improvement over BoW as 
compared to STM+QS+AS over STM. My reading is that, BoW retrieves questions at 
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the lexical level only, but STM matches questions both at the lexical and the 
syntactical levels. Answer segmentation, as a smoothing technique, complements the 
above methods in helping to match more questions at the semantic level. As such, it is 
reasonable that more performance boosting is given to the original BoW method, 
which simply matches questions at the lexical level. 
Error Analysis: The above experimental results showed that answer segmentation 
reinforces the answer matching component in question retrieval and improves its 
retrieval accuracy. However, there is still plenty of room for improvement. I find that, 
with the introduction of answer segmentation, 118 positive hits, out of a total of 2140 
retrieved results (214 testing questions, each returning 10 results) have been ranked 
lower or even missed in the result list. I conduct micro-level analysis on these 118 
negative examples and find that 93 answer threads (around 80%) in response to these 
affected questions have not been properly segmented or correctly aligned. Therefore, I 
believe that answer segmentation can fail to boost or even degenerate the retrieval 
performance due to segmentation errors. 
I conduct further analysis against these 93 wrongly segmented answer threads. I 
discover that the majority of these segmentation errors are attributed to the following 
three reasons: 
1) Propagation error: This error is mainly caused by some unfaithful closeness scores 
resulted from the graph-based propagation. Similar to the problem in question 
segmentation, the propagated closeness score can become unreliable when passing 
from one vertex to another. For instance, the fact that Q1 is close to Q2 and Q2 is 
close to Q3 may not always imply that Q1 is close to Q3. I perform a rough 
estimation on these 93 answer threads, and find that about 50% of them, to a 
certain extent, possess this propagation error. I believe that this error is not simply 
limited to these negative examples but can be quite common. I conjecture that a 
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dynamic selection of the damping factor λ could help to adjust the propagation 
procedure, and I am still in the exploration of such amendments. 
2) QA alignment error: Although significant effort (e.g. translation-based language 
model and question typing etc.) has been put forward to measuring the semantic 
relatedness between questions and answers, this alignment problem is still 
considered to be challenging. As a matter of fact, the question-to-answer 
alignment problem as presented in this cQA retrieval sub-task actually falls back 
to the passage retrieval and answer extraction problem in traditional QA tasks. 
Although the state-of-the-art QA methods have made significant improvement 
over the decades, they still may become insufficient when the question or answer 
sentences grow in complexity, especially when there is a lack of lexical evidence 
indicative of the connectivity between two such entities. Among these 93 answer 
threads, about 20% of them get their sub-answers correctly segmented but have 
one or more QA pairs not been properly aligned. I believe that more advanced 
NLP techniques or semantic measures can be investigated and applied to this part 
of work whenever they are available.  
3) Question segmentation errors: Any errors generated in the question segmentation 
process will be propagated down to the answer segmentation module. I notice that 
among 93 answer threads, there are about 16% of them having sub-answers failed 
to be properly aligned to their desired sub-question due to such errors. I have 
previously shown that the question and answer part can reinforce each other by 
providing supplementary information. I conjecture that a possible rectification 
towards this problem is to make use of both question and answer information to 
perform question segmentation task, or even fuse the question segmentation and 




In this chapter, I have presented an answer segmentation approach for segmenting 
the multi-sentence answers in cQA archive. It separates the answer thread based on 
topic difference and aligns each segment to its corresponding question segment. The 
user study showed that the system incorporated with answer segmentation produces 
more user-friendly results as compared to the original system that uses the whole 
answer thread as the response. I further experimentally demonstrated that answer 
segmentation can reinforce cQA question retrieval by enhancing the answer matching 
component such that more precise similar questions can be fetched.  
The qualitative error analysis suggests that the answer segmentation model can be 
enhanced by using advanced semantic measures, NLP techniques, and more 
comprehensive propagation mechanism. One promising direction for future work is to 
consider questions and answers as a whole to further improve question segmentation 
and answer segmentation. This claim is based on the intuition that answers are usually 
inspired by questions, where certain answer patterns are helpful to predict the 
question boundaries. Likewise, proper question segmentation, in turn, can benefit the 
question-answer alignment process. I believe these two parts of segmentation work 
can be fused into one module, whereby this module performs not only question 
segmentation but also answer segmentation and question-answer alignment. This part 






Chapter 6  Conclusion 
In this thesis, I have identified the limitation of traditional question answering 
systems in terms of limited question types and answer comprehensiveness. I proposed 
to make use of Community-based Question Answering (cQA) services to explore real 
world questions that are beyond the factoid questions. By observing the three 
challenges (i.e., similar question matching, mixture of sub-questions and mixture of 
sub-answers) from cQA, I introduced an integrated cQA retrieval system that is 
supposed to deal with the matching issue of the cQA complex questions and the 
segmentation challenges of cQA questions and answers. In particular, the Syntactic 
Tree Matching model matches questions at the lexical, syntactic, and semantic levels; 
the question segmentation model separates sub-questions of different topic and aligns 
them to their corresponding context sentences; the answer segmentation model 
identifies different sub-answer segments and aligns them to the desired sub-questions. 
In the process of writing this thesis, I have also touched upon related disciplines of 
information retrieval and natural language processing in order to provide usable 
solutions to the problems identified. 
In this chapter, I will recap the contributions of the research and summarize them in 
the next subsections. I will then discuss the limitations of this work. I conclude the 




This thesis makes the following main contributions to the studies in the field of 
Community-based Question Answering: 
1. Syntactic Tree Matching 
2. Segmentation on Multi-sentence Questions and Answers 
3. Integrated Community-based Question Answering System 
I summarize the contributions individually. 
6.1.1 Syntactic Tree Matching  
I developed a syntactic tree matching model to achieve flexible matching of real 
world questions that are supposed to come with various grammatical errors. Syntactic 
question matching contributes to the field of similar sentence matching, which has 
been widely applied to the areas involving retrieval such as Web search or question 
answering etc. I have reviewed the literature on question retrieval. I found that most 
existing work largely focuses lexical features and conducts retrieval based on standard 
language corpuses. 
In contrast, the syntactic tree matching model performs question matching at lexical, 
syntactic and semantic levels. It parses the questions into syntactic trees and measures 
the similarity between two questions by implicitly comparing tree fragments 
decomposed from the parsing trees. On top of that, the matching model is also 
equipped with various semantic smoothing methods including word relatedness 
measure and relevance feedback answer matching model etc. It also handles 
grammatical errors as commonly observed on the Web well, which is attributed to its 
comprehensive tree weighing scheme. Different from most of existing work, the 
syntactic tree matching model does not rely on training. 
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In addition, the syntactic tree matching model is generic in the sense that it not only 
works for the question retrieval task in cQA but can also be extended to other 
applications where sentence similarity measure plays an important role.  
A key contribution of this work is that it greatly improves the performance of 
question retrieval for cQA. I have experimentally shown that the system using 
syntactic tree matching significantly outperforms traditional bag-of-word or tree 
kernel based methods by 8.3% in mean average precision. It further achieves up to 50% 
improvement by incorporating semantic features with the answer matching 
component. 
6.1.2 Segmentation on Multi-sentence Questions and Answers  
Another contribution rooted from this thesis is the segmentation model for multi-
sentence questions and answers in cQA. I demonstrated the inappropriateness of using 
conventional text segmentation methods to perform the question and answer 
segmentation task due to the fact that they are not capable of modeling the question-
context and question-answer relations as presented in cQA. In contrast, I proposed a 
graph based propagation method to model such relations and perform segmentation 
on multi-sentence questions and answers.  
The question segmentation model separates sub-questions from context sentences 
and aligns them according to the closeness scores as propagated through the graph 
model. As a result, topically related questions and contexts are grouped together, 
where each group forms a basic segment unit. As for the answer segmentation, the 
task focuses on separating sub-answers of different topics and aligning each answer 
segment with its related sub-questions.  
Based on the evaluation results, I further showed that question and answer 
segmentation help to improve the question and answer retrieval performance in cQA. 
I incorporated the user query segmentation and question repository segmentation to 
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the syntactic tree matching model and the empirical evaluation results demonstrate 
that the segmentation boosts the question retrieval performance by up to 12.93% in 
Mean Average Precision and 11.72% in Top One Precision. 
This work is applicable to other areas that involve multiple entities with different 
aspects, in which the relation between different entities needs to be properly modeled, 
grouped, or separated. 
6.1.3 Integrated Community-based Question Answering System 
This thesis also contributes to the state-of-the-art Community-based Question 
Answering system, attributed from the two key components involving syntactic tree 
matching and question-answer segmentation. In contrast to traditional TREC-based 
QA systems, such an integrated cQA system handles natural language queries and 
answers a wide range of questions not limited to factoid questions. With the help of 
segmentation module, it better understands user’s different information needs so as to 
make the retrieval process more manageable. In addition, the answer segmentation 
helps present the retrieved answers in a more user-friendly manner. 
Different from traditional QA systems, the cQA system I developed in this work 
embodies a two-phase searching process, namely question matching and answer 
finding. To complete the system, I also contributed to other modules, such as question 
detection, question typing etc. It can be employed as a test-bed for experimenting with 
other advanced features or techniques for community-based question answering. 
6.2 Limitations of This Work 
This thesis has made contributions in tackling several challenges as identified in 




 Lack of flexible measurement on questions with large lexical variations – 
While I have presented the syntactic tree matching scheme to realize similarity 
measure between two questions, and I have enhanced the original model with 
certain semantic measurement, I noticed that the system sometimes still lacks 
semantic approximation for lexical terms and presentation variations. In the real 
world, many semantically similar questions can have vast differences in their 
expressions. For example, the questions “Best ways and products to get fresh 
breath?”, “How do you keep your breath always smelling fresh and clean?” and 
“Has anyone tried bad breath cures?” all refer to the same information need with 
respect to “bad breath remedies”, but they neither share common lexical terms nor 
possess similar syntactic structures. As such, both lexical matching and syntactical 
matching are likely to fail as we are lack of not only ways of correlating different 
human expressions but also information on the relation between the term “breath” 
and the phrase “mouth smell”. I have tried to make use of WordNet to correlate 
similar words, but it works on the basis of words rather than various phrases. This 
is a difficult challenge, and I believe that other thesaurus such as Wikipedia or 
certain domain ontologies can be helpful, using which certain semantically related 
terms or phrases can possibly be linked together. 
Besides the inadequacy in semantic measurement, the matching model is also 
likely to fail when the query question becomes extremely long. I conjecture that 
the syntactic structure of a sentence becomes more complicated when the sentence 
gets longer, which leads different sentence components to be optionally 
interchanged such that similarity measurement at the syntactic level becomes 
unreliable. 
 Not considering information from other candidate answers – To date, the cQA 
system simply uses the “Best Answer” as provided by Yahoo! Answers to fulfill 
the user information need, whereas other answers not been selected as “best” are 
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not considered in the final answer. However, it is observed that sometimes the 
“Best Answer” rated by users or automatically judged by the system might not 
always be the best. There are cases that other candidate answers are as good as or 
even better than the selected best answer. Table 6.1 illustrates one such example, 
where the “other answer” exactly provides what the asker wants but the “Best 
Answer” simple provides a list of URLs in an indirect manner. Another scenario 
that the “Best Answer” becomes controversial is for certain opinion questions, 
where due to human subjectivity bias, the “Best Answer” does not thoroughly 
cover all the possibilities. 
Table 6.1: An counterexample of "Best Answer" from Yahoo! Answers 
Question What is the nutritional value of asparagus and sweet potatoes? 
Best Answer http://www.nal.usda.gov/fnic/foodcomp/search/ 
http://www.nutritiondata.com/ 











To remedy this shortcoming, I conjecture that assembling other candidate answers 
and summarizing them into the final best answer can be reasonable and helpful. 
However, to achieve this comprehensiveness, it is necessary to bring in other 
answer analysis modules such as answer quality estimation and question-focused 
answer summarization etc. I believe that traditional summarization techniques can 
contribute to this field by considering certain textual features and other non-




I summarize the routes for future research. 
 Experimenting with other features in question and answer retrieval – In the 
process of retrieving similar questions, I mainly employed the syntactic tree 
matching method to measure the question similarity. There is still much room to 
experiment with more features such as named entities or other useful resources 
like Wikipedia or domain ontologies to facilitate the semantic similarity measure 
between two questions. Precision can also be augmented if such features are 
employed in question segmentation, answer segmentation and question-answer 
alignment. Named entity is especially helpful in correlating a question sentence 
and an answers sentence during the answer segmentation procedure, whereby two 
sentences possessing the same named entities are likely to be related. 
 Extending the syntactic tree matching method to other related applications – 
As discussed, though I experiment the syntactic tree matching model on the cQA 
question retrieval task, the model is indeed generic and can be applied to other 
related areas including but not limited to the following applications: 
1. Web Search: The document retrieval problem in Web search is spiritually 
similar to the question matching problem in cQA. Given a natural language 
query question, the Web search engine can further employ the syntactic tree 
matching method to re-rank the initial retrieval results to better match the 
user query with candidate documents. While gaining the precision, this 
procedure however, may sacrifices the speed a little bit because parsing 
sentences into syntactic trees involves an additional amount of 
computational power. 
2. Classification or Clustering: the syntactic tree matching method can be used 
as a kernel method in measuring the similarity (or distance) between two 
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sentences. As a matter of fact, the idea of syntactic tree matching is inspired 
by the tree kernel method, and a comprehensive weighing scheme is further 
added on top of tree kernel to make it robust to various grammatical errors. 
It is thus natural to tailor the syntactic tree matching model into a kernel 
method when performing certain classification or clustering tasks. 
 Fusing the question segmentation and answer segmentation – As stated in 
Chapter 5, questions and answers in cQA are related to each other, where they 
can reinforce each other by providing complementary information so as to 
facilitate the desired segmentation task. Till this end, the question segmentation 
and answer segmentation modules are separately implemented but do not fit into 
one framework. It causes certain problems to the related task. For example, 
question segmentation errors will be passed down to the answer segmentation 
module and result the answers being improperly segmented and aligned. I believe 
that question and answer can benefit each other during the segmentation process, 
and combining both segmentation modules into one framework could remedy 
such shortcomings. One possible way of such fusion is to model all question and 
answer sentences into one single graph model, and unify the score propagation 
mechanism such that question segmentation and answer segmentation tasks are 
simultaneously performed. 
 More studies in evaluating the effectiveness of the cQA system – I have 
experimentally demonstrated that the question segmentation and answer 
segmentation models give additional performance boosting to the cQA question 
retrieval tasks. I have also conducted user studies to measure user satisfactions 
for the whole integrated cQA system in both aspects of question segmentation 
and answer segmentation. However, I have not evaluated the efficiency of my 
proposed models in the cQA system. It is imperative to analyze the timing 
efficiency of the syntactic tree matching model, question segmentation model, 
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and answer segmentation model, and see if these models can improve the cQA 
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A. Proof of Recursive Function M(r1,r2) 




































































































































As the weighting coefficient θ has the recursive definition of   )(1rncj jrr  , the 
size of the new tree fragment has the relations of   )(1 rChildrenk kr SS , and the 
depth of the new tree fragment is just one level above its children’s, which gives Dr = 


















B. The Selected List of Web Short-form Text  
Abbreviations  Original Text Abbreviations  Original Text 
10Q Thank You JDI Just Do It 
121 One To One K OK 
182 I Hate You L Laugh 
2b@ To Be At L8R Later 
2moro Tomorrow luser Loser 
2nite Tonight meh Who cares, whatever 
4 For MSG Message 
4eva/4eve Forever N No 
4NR Foreigner N1 Nice One 
4Q F**k you natch Natually 
ab/abt About ne Any 
abt2 About To Ne-wayz Anyways 
ACK Acknowledge Ne1 Anyone 
adr/addy Address No praw No Problem 
AEAP As Early As Possible nth Nothing 
aight All right NW No Way 
AKA/a.k.a Also Known As ofc Of Course 
ASAP As Soon As Possible OIC Oh, I See 
BC/ bcoz Because OMG Oh My God 
B4 Before Peeps/PP People 
BF Boyfriend or Best Friend Pls/plz Please 
BZ Busy r Are 
c ya See You R&D Research & Development 
cm Call me RGR Roger 
dc disconnected RU/R U Are You 
da There shhh Quiet 
dem Them sth/smt Something 
dese These some1 someone 
dey They soz Sorry 
dewd Dude srsly Seriously 
DIY Do It Yourself sup What’s Up 
DND Do Not Disturb sux Sucks 
dunno I Don’t Know TBA To Be Advised/Announced 
EM Excuse Me THX/TX/THKS/
TXS 
Thanks 
every1 Everyone TY Thank You 
EZ Easy TOM Tomorrow 
F2F Face-to-Face troo True 
FIFO First In, First Out u You 
FOC Free of Charge U2 You Too 
FWD Forward ur You Are 
FYI For Your Information urz Yours 
GF Girlfriend W/ With 
GR8 Great W/O Without 
GTG Got To Go wru Where Are You 
huh What wus Was 
I 1-D-R I wonder wuzup What’s Up 
IC I See wat what 
J4F Just For Fun Y Why or Yes 
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